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The purpose of this study was to ident y the values

and attitudes of a group of freshman female students and

their parents and to determine if value and attitude dif-

ferences existed between these two groups. Therefore, of

equal importance in the study was the quantification of

intergenerational differences.

The subjects were 161 freshman females and their par-

ents (160 mothers and 153 fathers). The sample was repre-

sentative of the O.S.U. freshman female population. The

Rokeach Value Survey, Form D and the University-Student

Relationships Attitude Survey were the instruments utilized

to measure values and attitudes. Demographic data were

obtained by means of a brief check list.

Twenty-four null hypotheses concerning differences in

median rankings of terminal values (end-states of existence)

and instrumental values (preferred modes of conduct) were

tested using a non-parametric one-way analysis of variance,

a non-parametric two-way analysis of variance, and a t-test.



It was hypothesized that value and attitude differences ex-

isted between the group of students and the group of par-

ents and that value and attitude differences existed be-

tween student subgroups defined on the basis of birth order,

religion, parents' level of education, family socio-eco-

nomic level, and home town size.

The results of the study showed:

1. Students valued the terminal value a world at

peace as the most important end-state of existence

closely followed by the value freedom, whereas

parents valued family security as the most impor-

tant end-state of existence followed by wisdom.

2. Those terminal values that were least desirable

for the student group were national security and

social recognition, whereas parents ranked the

values social recognition and pleasure last.

3. Both students and parents valued the instrumental

value honest as the most important preferred mode

of conduct.

4. The least important instrumental values for both

groups were imaginative and obedient.

5. Significant differences in median rankings were

found on 11 of the 18 terminal values and nine of

the 18 instrumental values in the daughter-mother

analysis, on 12 of the 18 terminal values and 12

of the 18 instrumental values in the



daughter-father analysis, and on 12 of the 18 ter-'

minal values and 13 of the 18 instrumental values

in the student group and total parent group

analysis.

6. From the subgroup analyses, it was found that the

variables of birth order and religious affiliation

influenced the students' ordering of terminal val-

ues. Further, the interaction effect of the vari-

ables birth order and parents' level of education

influenced the importance that the students as-

signed to instrumental values.

7. Both the group of students and the group of par-

ents were in agreement on the attitude items, and

each exhibited "liberal" or non-restrictive atti-

tudes concerning University-student relationships.

8. The variables of birth order, religious affilia-

tion, and family socio-economic level influenced

student responses on attitude items concerning

University-student relationships.

The results showed that although significant differ-

ences in rankings of values occurred between the group of

students and the group of parents, the relative positions

of the top nine values in the value hierarchy were highly

similar for both groups. Neither students nor parents per-

ceived great value differences between the two groups, and

few believed that a generation gap existed. Further, no



differences were found on the attitude statements concern-

ing University-student relationships, as both groups ex

hibited "liberal," non-restrictive attitudes. Thus, the

major conclusion of the study was that both the students

and the parents possessed similar value systems and that

intergenerational differences between the student group and

the parent group were relatively small.

Explanations concerning the results of the study are

offered, and further research recommendations are proposed.
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VALUES AND ATTITUDES AS MEASURES OF

INTERGENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

This study is concerned with the measurement of val-

ue and attitude systems. The purpose of the study is to

identify the values held by Oregon State University fresh-

man female students and their parents and to determine if

value and attitude differences exist between these two

groups. Therefore, of equal importance in the study is

the quantification of intergenerational differences.

Generational conflict and struggle is hardly a twen-

tieth-century phenomenon. All societies that have under-

gone social and cultural change exhibit a degree of tension

and conflict between generations. In reviewing the history

of mankind, it becomes apparent that conflict between gen-

erations has been a universal theme. In fact, the concept

of a generation gap is probably older than the term itself

and possibly was first used when adults distinguished

themselves as being older, larger, and wiser than their

offspring. Bengston (1970) observed that the topic of

generational conflict is one of the older issues of modern

sociology.

However, value differences between America's youth
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and the older generation have especially been a topic of

much discussion throughout the last decade as adults have

witnessed what seems to be a growing alienation and acti-

vism among American youth. Although psychologists and

sociologists have scrutinized various aspects of this

youthful rebellion, few studies have been specifically

concerned with analyzing value systems. Therefore,

the time is ripe for behavioral scientists to launch in-

vestigative research in this area of concern. If the gap

is indeed as large as some believe, then it is important

to determine if such a gap is to be expected between the

young and the old and if it is a normal phase of the human

developmental process resulting from actual differences in

values and attitudes.

Purpose of the Study

This study seeks to test certain hypotheses concerning

differences in values and attitudes between college stu-

dents and their parents. Important in this investigation

is the analysis of the relationship that exists between the

sociological background factors of birth order, parents'edu-

cation level, family socio-economic level, home town size,

religious faith, and the fact that certain values are held

by students. Further, results of the study should proVide

much needed information concerning generational differences

and, consequently, will contribute to an understanding of
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modern youth and their interaction with their parents.

It is anticipated that the findings of this study

will: (1) provide insights into generational conflicts,

(2) assist parents, educators, as well as the young in

understanding and in communicating more effectively, with

each other, (3) add to the body of knowledge of psychology

and sociology which is important in understanding inter-

personal relations and man's overall behavior, and (4)

assist college educators, who work daily with students, to

develop a better understanding of student attitudes and

values.

Although some sociological and psychological studies

have been undertaken, little is actually known about the

gap between generations; and relatively little research has

been done concerning differences in values and attitudes

between college students and their parents. Therefore,

there is a need for further research concerning genera-

tional differences if educators are to understand the

dimensions of this phenomenon.

Importance of the Study

The terms youth rebellion and generation gap have be-

come household words in the last decade. The topic of

generational conflict is so common in fact that some ele-

ment of it can be found in almost every daily newspaper and

in many popular monthly magazines. "You can't trust anyone
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over thirty" is a common phrase among young people, and

adults are often confused and disturbed by what they be-

lieve to be a youth rebellion.

A significant way to discover differences between gen-

erations is to conduct a study of values and attitudes held

by students and their parents. Herein lies the importance

of this study and others like it. For if such studies con-

tribute "one brick to the wall of knowledge" concerning the

conflict between the young and the old, then the signifi-

cance of such studies is apparent. By incorporating the

results of value and attitude research into the body of

knowledge concerning human behavior, children and parents,

young and old, can learn to understand each other's behav-

ior and thus develop more meaningful interpersonal rela-

tionships.

Studies of this nature are also important in that

they contribute to sociological theory. The social scheme

of a society is closely tied with the dominant pattern of

values and attitudes of that society; and a society is

strongly conditioned by past values which have a direct

bearing upon the customs, traditions, and beliefs that are

handed down from generation to generation. From this, it

can be deduced that the essence of control in a society

lies in its value system. Each society is organized in a

way peculiar to its needs and according to its value sys-

tems, and out of these grow models of acceptable behavior.



Relating this social theory to a study of values,

attitudes, and generational differences, it can be seen

that an understanding of the values and attitudes of col-

lege youth and the cultural matrix from which they come

will definitely lead to a better understanding of young

people in general. The values that students possess repre-

sent an important area of study in that these values are

internalized as a result of interaction with the environ-

ment and thus serve as frames of reference for behavior in

concrete social situations.

Thus, intergenerational relationships need to be ex-.

plained further and theory regarding these relationships

developed. A study of values, attitudes, and generational

differences has meaning for both the university community

and the society at large; for student values acquired from

family, home, and school influence the equilibrium of the

social system and the amount or degree of social change

that occurs within that system.

Hypotheses

Twenty-four null hypotheses relating to differences

in values and attitudes will be tested in this study.

For purposes of clarity, the hypotheses have been organ-

ized into two primary groups. Listed first are the hy-

potheses dealing with significant differences in terminal

and instrumental values between students, parents, and



student subgroups; Hypotheses dealing with differences

in attitudes between students, parents, and student sub-

groups concerning University-student relationships are

listed second.

1. There are no differences on median rankings

of terminal values between the group of fresh-

man female students and the group of mothers.

2. There are no differences on median rankings

of terminal values between the group of fresh-

man female students and the group of fathers.

3. There are no differences on median rankings

of terminal values between the group of fresh-

man female students and the group of ,parents.

4. There are no differences on median rankings

of instrumental values between the group of

freshman female students and the group of

mothers.

5. There are no differences on median rankings

of instrumental values between the group of

freshman female students and the group of

fAthers.

6. There are no differences on median rankings

of instrumental values between the group of

freshman female students and the group of

parents.

7. There are no differences on median rankings
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of terminal values between the group of first-

born freshman female students and the group of

later-born freshman female students.

8. There are no differences on median rankings

of instrumental values between the group of

first-born freshman female students and the

group of later-born freshman female students.

9. There are no differences on median rankings

of terminal values between the groups of

freshman female students of Protestant, Catho-

lic, or other religious faiths.

10. There are no differences on median rankings

of instrumental values between the groups of

freshman female students of Protestant, Catho-

lic, or other religious faiths.

11. There are no differences on median rankings

of terminal values between the group of fresh-

man female students from lower socio-economic

level families and the group of freshman fe-

male students from upper socio-economic level

families.

12. There are no differences on median rankings of

instrumental values between the group of fresh-

man female students from lower socio-economic

level families and the group of freshman female

students from upper socio-economic level families.
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13. There are no differences on median rankings of

terminal values between the group of freshman

female students with college-educated parents

and the group of freshman female students

with non-college-educated parents.

14. There are no differences on median rankings

of instrumental values between the group of

freshman female students with college-educated

parents and the group of freshman female stu-

dents with non-college-educated parents.

15. There are no differences on median rankings of

terminal values between the group of freshman

female students from small home towns and the

group of freshman female students from large

home towns.

16. There are no differences on median rankings

of instrumental values between the group of

freshman female students from small home towns

and the group of freshman female students from

large home towns.

17. There are no differences in attitudes between

the group of freshman female students and the

group of mothers concerning University-student

relationships.

18. There are no differences in attitudes between

the group of freshman female students and the
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group of fathers concerning University-student

relationships.

19. There are no differences in attitudes between

the group of freshman female students and the

group of parents regarding University-student

relationships.

20. There are no differences in attitudes between

the group of first-born freshman female stu-

dents and the group of later-born freshman

female students concerning University-student

relationships.

21. There are no differences in attitudes between

the groups of freshman female students of

Protestant, Catholic, or other religious

faiths concerning University-student relation-

ships.

22. There are no differences in attitudes between

the group of freshman female students from

lower socio-economic level families and the

group of freshman female students from upper

socio-economic level families concerning Uni-

versity-student relationships.

23. There are no differences in attitudes between

the group of freshman female students with

college-educated parents and the group of

freshman female students with
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non-college-educated parents concerning Univer,-

sity-student relationships.

24. There are no differences in attitudes between

the group of freshman female students from

small home towns and the group of freshman

female students from large home towns concern-

ing University-student relationships.

Definitions

In order to attain precision and clarity of meaning

the following definitions are included:

1. Freshman Female Student: A female.high school

graduate, without previous college credit, who

attended Oregon State University for the first

time fall quarter 1971.

2. Parent: The mother or father of an Oregon State

University freshman female student.

3. Student Subgroup: A category of a group of

freshman female students defined on the basis

of birth order, religion, parents' education

level, family socio-economic level, and home

town size. For the purpose of this study,

these categories are called subgroups.

4. Generation Gap: A term used to describe
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'differences in values and attitudes between Oregon

State University freshman female students and

their parents.

5. Attitude: An organization of several beliefs

focused on a specific object or situation predis-

posing one to respond in some preferential manner

(Rokeach, 1968).

6. Terminal Value: A belief that a certain end-state

of existence (salvation, a world at peace, etc.)

is personally and socially worth striving for.

The following terminal values have been identified:

A COMFORTABLE LIFE (a prosperous life), AN EXCIT-

ING LIFE (a stimulating, active life), A SENSE OF

ACCOMPLISHMENT (lasting contribution); A WORLD AT

PEACE (free of war and conflict), A WORLD OF

BEAUTY (beauty of nature and the arts), EQUALITY

(brotherhood,-equal opportunity for all), FAMILY

SECURITY (taking care of loved ones ), FREEDOM

(independence, free choice), HAPPINESS (contented-

neSs),.INNER HARMONY (freedom from inner conflict),

MATURE LOVE (sexual and spiritual intimacy),

NATIONAL SECURITY (protection from attack),

PLEASURE (an enjoyable, leisurely life), SALVATION

(saved, eternal life), SELF-RESPECT (self-esteem),

SOCIAL RECOGNITION (respect, admiration), TRUE

FRIENDSHIP (close companionship),
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WISDOM (a mature understanding of life)(Rokeach,

1968).

7. Instrumental Value: A single belief that a cer-

tain mode of conduct (honesty, courage, etc.) is

personally. and socially preferable in all situa-

tions with respect to all objects. The following

instrumental values have been identified:

AMBITIOUS (hard-working, aspiring), BROADMINDED

(open-minded), CAPABLE (competent, effective),

CHEERFUL (lighthearted, joyful), CLEAN (neat,

tidy), COURAGEOUS (standing up for your beliefs),

FORGIVING (willing, to pardon others), HELPFUL

(working for the welfare of others), HONEST (sin-

cere, truthful), IMAGINATIVE (daring, creative),

INDEPENDENT (self-reliant, self-sufficient),

INTELLECTUAL (intelligent, reflective), LOGICAL

(consistent, rational), LOVING (affectionate,

tender), OBEDIENT (dutiful, respectful), POLITE

(courteous, well-mannered), RESPONSIBLE (depend-

able, reliable), SELF-CONTROLLED (restrained,

self-disciplined) (Rokeach, 1968).

8. Value System: An organized hierarchical structure

and substructure of values.

9. First Born: A student who is the oldest,,or

first born, child in her family.
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10. Later Born: A student who has any number of

older siblings.

11. Parents' Education LeveI; College educated parents

-- mothers or fathers who have graduated from any

four-year institution of higher education. Non-

college-educated parents -- mothers or fathers

who have not graduated from a four-year institu-

tion of higher education.

12. Family Socio-Economic Level: A combination of the

factors of occupation and education which are

utilized to determine within approximate limits

the social position an individual occupies in the

status structure of the society. For the purpose

of this study, two broad family socio-economic

categories were identified: upper (uPPer,m±ddle)

and lower (lower-middle) (ffollingshead, 1957).

13. Home Town Size: The size of the student's home

town during high school. For the purpose of this

study, small towns were classified as those with

less than 49,999 inhabitants; and large towns

were classified as those with 50,000 or more

inhabitants.

14. Significant Difference: Differences between group

scores were defined as significant if the proba-

bility of their occurrence was less than five

percent (p < .05).
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This review of literature is designed to give a brief

overview of scholarly works pertaining to intergenerational

differences and to the values and attitudes which are held

by America's youth and their parents. Although the sub-

divisions in this chapter are somewhat overlapping, the

central theme is values, attitudes, and intergenerational

differences.

The review of literature has been divided into two

sections. The first section deals with understanding the

generation gap, while the second section is concerned with

values and attitudes. For clarity, the first section has

been divided into seven major divisions. These divisions

will include the generation gap as a social problem, popu-

lar opinions concerning generational differences, the con-

cept of generation,, social explanations of the gap, the gap

as'a worldwide phenomenon, intra-family communication as a

source of generational conflict, and general theories which

seek to explain differences between parents and their off-

spring.

The second section is devoted to a discussion of the

values and attitudes held by college students and their

parents. Again, for clarity, this section has been divided

into six subdivisions. These divisions will consider the
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study of values and attitudes; the values and attitudes of

youth; values, attitudes, and the generation gap; values,

attitudes, and the education gap; psychological explana-

tions for parent-youth conflict and value differences; and

studies showing value congruence and generational equili-

brium.

The Generation Gap

The Generation G as a Social Problem

A growing alienation among American youth has been

observed by social scientists and the general public

throughout the 1960's; and consequently, there has been

much talk concerning the existence of a generation gap in

America and throughout the world. Despite the wide use of

the term generation gap, there is little understanding of

the causes or issues underlying this phenomenon.

Although generational conflict is one of the older

issues in modern sociology, there have been no empirical

attempts to analyze the effect of social structure on such

differences between generations. All too often the consid-

eration of this topic has been impressionistic and specula-

tive in nature (Bengston, 1970).

In spite of the fact that many people are talking

about generational differences, little is said that is

clear or clarifying (Troll, 1971). Troll believes that
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much of the confusion results from the dimension of analy-

sis of this phenomenon; for example, generation often

refers to structure and at other times to process.

Other writers have also implied that the concept of a

generation gap is little understood, even among educators

who work with students, and that in reality few can state

what the generation gap is or even agree that it exists

(Berdie, Loeffler, and Roth, 1970; Haan, 1971; Moulds,

1971; Sandell and Rossman, 1971).

Thus, in a mood of uncertainty and confusion, the

American public has generated a number of beliefs and atti-

tudes about the generation gap which have hampered a mature

understanding of the differences that exist between genera-

tions. If a more enlightened comprehension of this subject

is to prevail, then some of the widespread misunderstand,,

ings concerning the nature of the generation gap need to be

dispelled.

Popular Opinions Concerning

Generational Differences

When considering the nature of the generation gap, it

is of prime importance to consider some of the popular

statements made about it up to this point in time.

Concern with discontinuity between generations dates

back as far as recorded history. Stanford (1971) states

that six thousand years ago an Egyptian was so concerned
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,with generational conflict that he had inscribed on a

tomb: "We live in a decadent age. Young people no longer

respect their parents. They are rude and impatient"

(Stanf.ord, 1971, p. IX).

It has also been reported that as early as 394 B.C.,

Socrates described his contempt for the younger generation

in the following manner.

Children now love luxury. They have bad manners,
contempt for authority. They show disrespect
for elders, and love chatter in place of exer-
cise. Children are now tyrants, not the servants,
of their households (Gottlieb and Ramsey, 1964,
P 3)

Therefore, rebellion or what adults have viewed as

rebellion among the young is nothing new. Virtually every

generation has experienced a time when the youth of society

turn their backs on many of the values held by their eld-

ers. When youth do develop new value systems and do not

fulfill the expectations of the adults in the society,

intergenerational conflict occurs; and adults view this

development with increasing alarm.

In an article concerning the conflict between the

young and the old in the United States, Wyzanski (1968),

as a chief judge of the U.S. District Court, stated that

the young in America are right in talking about the old as

hypocrites whose hypocrisy is embedded in materialism. He

believes an example of this hypocrisy lies in the fact that

adults are content to live in a society where alcohol and
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tobacco circulate freely, but where marijuana is outlawed.

In a special issue of Fortune magazine dealing with

American youth, Seligman (1969) tells the reader that it

becomes more evident every day in America that the genera-

tion gap is a serious matter. It is pointed out that be-

cause of the sheer number (22,800,000) of young in America

between the ages of eighteen and twenty-four and because

of the educational level of today's youth, the young must

be taken seriously; for no other society has had to deal

with so many well-educated youth.

An advertising executive believes that American adults

must face the fact that youth today confront a world that

has changed far more between generations than at any other

time in history (Harper, 1969). As such, this has produced

an unprecedented lack of understanding and sympathy between

generations.

Fortas (1969), as an associate justice of the U.S.

Supreme Court, wrote:

Young people have suddenly taken on distinctive
character and quality. They are not merely
junior-size editions of their elders. They
have become a positive, differentiated factor
in American. life. They are no longer predict-
ably proceeding in a straight line behind
their parents and grandparents, preparing to
receive the torch from their elders.... This
refusal to accept the existing pattern of life
and thought merely because it exists is, I
think, the common element in the revolt of the
youth-generation (Fortas, 1969, p. 82).

From evidence such as this found in the mass media,
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it is apparent that the generation gap between youth and

those "over 30" is viewed as a social problem in our soci-

ety. Indications of the gap have taken many forms ranging

from long hair and bizarre dress to what many believe to

be a total disregard for the basic values of Western civi-

lization, and reference to the generation gap occurs so

frequently that it is certainly a common household term.

The Concept of Generation

The question of concern at this point is how do vari-

ous professional authorities, such as educators and social

scientists, account for the existence of a generation gap.

Feuer (1969a) , in perhaps one of the most complete and

well-written considerations of the conflict, between genera-

tions, pointed out that it is important to define what is

meant by generation and to distinguish between biological

and cultural generations. He believes that a biological

definition of generation involves the succession of fathers

and sons in such a way that their modes of life and view-

points are much the same under peaceful conditions.

In contrast, Feuer suggests that generation in a cul-

tural sense is constituted of persons in a common age group

who during their formative years experience like-historical

happenings, share like hopes and disappointments, and

ultimately experience a common disillusionment with and

distrust of the elder group. Therefore, in the study of
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intergenerational conflict and differences, the cultural

definition of generations becomes of prime importance.

Troll (1971) sets forth five concepts of generation.

The first concept is generation as ranked descent. How-

ever, such usage is obsolete; for it has little relevance

outside of geneological studies.

Second, she suggests that generation is an age-homo-

geneous group. This concept is closely,related to Feuer's

cultural definition of generation in that an age-homogene-

ous group includes all people of the same age who share a

common set of cultural characteristics, who perceive them-

selves as a common group, and who are so perceived by, the

rest of society.

Third, Troll states that generation may be defined as

a developmental stage which is partially tied to chrono-

logical age. Since an age group is basically a social

phenomenon, the developmental-stage concept is social,

psychological, and biological in nature.

Fourth, based on German and French sociological

theory, she states that generation may be viewed as a

time span such as the 30-year unit. .European social

theorists came to use 30 years as a unit of social change

since it roughly corresponded to the number of years be-

tween parent and child. Today such a time span is not as

fixed.

Last, Troll points out that early in this century
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European sociologists viewed the concept of generation as

a combination of explanatory principles and measuring units

for social change. Content rather than structure was of

main concern, and it was believed that .as a result of soci-

etal influences no generation was totally different from

its predecessors and successors.

In the American society perhaps the definition of

generation used most often is Feuer's cultural definitiOn

which is closely related to Troll's second definition of

generation. That is, generation is often viewed as a

group of age-homogeneous individuals who in their formative

years experience like-historical happenings, share a common

set of cultural characteristics, and are perceived as a

common group by society; thus the younger generation. How-

ever, it should be noted that many subgroups, such as

minority youth, exist in our society and undergo a number

of different experiences while remaining a part of the

total age-homogeneous group of the younger generation.

Troll's second definition does not necessarily take this

point into' consideration.

Social Ex lanations of the Generation G

With this understanding of the term generation gad.,

it is appropriate to consider how various social theorists

view generational conflict and withdrawal from the adult

culture. The following theorists describe generational
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conflict as being primarily sociological in nature. Most

of these theorists believe that great differences exist

today between youth and adults. These differences occur

in the areas of value systems, attitudes toward social

institutions, and interpersonal relations and communica-

tions and are attributed to a number of social conditions

occurring in our complex society. In general, generational

differences occur,, according to these theorists, simply be-

cause each generation grows up in an entirely different age

under different conditions.

Kingsly Davis (1940), in one of the earlist American

explanations of the generation gap, analyzed parent-youth

conflict by focusing primarily on interpersonal and devel-

opmental issues. According to Davis, three universals in

human development interacting with modern conditions ac-

counted for generational conflict. These three universals

are: (a) the birth-cycle difference between parent and

child, (b) the decreasing rate of socialization that comes

with maturity, and (c) the intrinsic differences between

parents and their offspring in the areas of physiological,

sociological,,and psychosocial behavior. These factors,

believed Davis, have the potential for leading to conflict

depending upon the variables of the rate of social change,

the complexity of the social structure, the degree of

integration of the culture, and the velocity of movement

within the culture.
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In sum, Davis draws attention to the fact that the

culture learned by the parental generation is much differ-

ent from the culture learned by its offspring. Therefore,

a culture conflict is experienced by parents and their

children.

Closely related to the Davis theory are those supposi-

tions that hold that the generation gap is primarily caused

by the differences in the societal climate which operate

upon each new generation.

Parsons (1961) reported that it is a natural idealogi-

cal tendency for adults to view youths' habits and behav-

iors with alarm. However, explained Parsons, it is inevi-

table that each generation will be different and in fact,

must be; and thus children cannot be brought up to follow

the same paths as their parents. If they could, Parsons

believes that such an action would negate the American

ideal of an ever-evolving society which challenges each

generation with new demands.

Factors contributing to generational differences in

the future were considered by Allport (1963). Major among

them was the factor of a vastly changed life style as a

result of an ever - increasing domination of life by science,

technology, and automation.

Mead (1965) forcefully advances the theory that the

drastic changes which took place between 1943 and 1965

account for intergenerational strife. She suggests that':
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the changes that occurred in this time period so altered

the world that those born before 1943 and those born after

1943 have had such totally different social experiences

that they are practically cultural strangers.

Each generation harbors a need to feel that they are

different, claims Blaine (1966). He believes that the

actions of today's youth are a result of an existential

approach to life which has led to self-centeredness and

cold logical thinking on behalf of youth in contrast to

more emotional and spiritual thinking on behalf of their

parents. Ultimately, Blaine holds that the behavior of

today's youth is a result of their own inherited but unique

environment.

Intergenerational conflict and tension are unavoidable

in a rapidly changing society, explains Sebald (1968). The

changing aspects of economic practices, technological inno-

vations, and modifications of sociocultural elements all

affect the relations between the young and the old and, as

a result, create a different social climate for each gener-

ation resulting in a widening gap between them.

In a similar scholarly opinion, Rockefeller (1968)

states that no one theory explains the "why" of the genera-

tion gap; however, the fact that today's young people were

born after the Depression and under the shadow of nuclear

war accounts for many generational differences. In agree-

ment with Rockefeller, Michener (1969) states that three
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unbridgeable gaps stand between today's youth and their

elders. These three gaps are the Depression, the Vietnam

War, and the hydrogen bomb.

McDonald's (1970) theory suggests that although the

contemporary American scene is very complex, some of the

important elements that explain the rebellion of youth and

generational conflict may be identified. First among these

elements is the fact that today's generation has grown up

in an age of affluence and cannot understand their parents'

need to achieve economic security. Further conditions con-

tributing to misunderstanding between generations is the

fact that today's youth grew up in the atomic age during

which a cold war and several hot wars were waged. Also,

McDonald believes that this period was marked by an "inver-

sion of national priorities," a technological revolution,

and a rigidity of basic social institutions.

In a historical analysis of generational differences,

Toynbee (1969) states that there will always be a genera-

tion gap; for the new generation can never see life in the

same perspective as their elders. He points_out 'that the

present generation's disillusionment is justified in that

it believes that the older generations "have learnt

nothing -- forgotten nothing" (Toynbee, 1969, p. 334).

In a similar line of thought, Klein (1969) suggests

that in all dynamic societies the clash of generations is

unavoidable and in fact is an'essential catalySt_for social
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change. He believes that it is a natural function of the

young to assert their independence and to challenge the

traditions and the preconceptions of the older generation.

Klein also believes that a lack of action concerning,soci-

etal injustices and the problems which confront America

today is almost universally acknowledged to be the central

factor in the conflict between generations.

... their twin paths of revolt -- the Life-
style ReAplution or Counter Culture, and new-
style Political Activism (which merge in many
of the young) -- tell their elders: 'We are
not like you, we are different, we are a new
kind of man, a different species, with deeper
insight, truer love, fuller joy, finer con-
science, abiding peacefulness. We can achieve
salvation' (Klein, 1969, p. xxix).

More recently, Brown (1971) argues that today's adults

attempt to live in the days of their own childhood, holding

on to a world that existed once but can never exist again.

On the other hand, today's youth, Brown believes, live in

an America that differs dramatically from a decade ago and

thus see such things as an arms race, the Vietnam War,

racial strife, urban decay, poverty, and the destruction

of the natural environment as appalling developments and

ask what the members of the older generation are doing

about these problems; thus the gap widens.

Moulds (1971) offers the point of view that in Western

society a great many people believe that a generation gap

does exist and that it is of unparalleled intensity and

distribution. He has hypothesized that the primary causes
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of this gap are related to complex societal and technologi-

cal changes that have occurred since the Great Depression.

He 'points out that parents of young people, twenty t

thirty years old, were born primarily in the years from

1915 to 1930. As such, these parents experienced the Great

Depression and, consequently, decided to insure material

security for their offspring. Furthermore, the trend

towards automation and the influx to the cities from the

farms resulted in children having few, if any, regular

household duties. Thus, these factors afforded little

opportunity for children to work with their parents and,

consequently, provided less personal interaction. Another

variable contributing to the phenomenon of the generation

gap, as Moulds sees it, is the fact that today's twenty -

to- thirty - year -old group has lived daily under the two

threats of a nuclear holocaust and an ecological crisis.

Perhaps Haan (1971) best summarizes these types of

explanations for the generation gap when she writes of the

"contemporary social-political shifts that would redefine

the individual's relationship to society ..." (Haan, 1971,

p. 261). In her analysis, she maintains that the following

"social-intellectual thrusts" operate to produce discrep-

ancies between each generation:

1. the increasing inevitability of knowing
about the world, resulting from the de-
provincializing effects of education and
the multi-sensory ideographic, instantane-
ous transfer of information by the mass media;
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2. the impacted, depersonalized societies that
now finally make crucial the study of man's
relationship to man;

3. a technology run amok by means of its own
rationalized achievements, despite the
covert hopes of the generation who proudly
produced it, that more and better tech-
nology will yet provide solutions;

4. the ultimate threat of the Bomb and other
apocalyptic events.... (Haan, 1971,
p. 261-262).

The authors, educators, and social scientists previ

ously mentioned have one thing in common in their writings

concerning the generation gap. That central feature is

the fact that they believe a gap does exist and that it

can best be explained in terms of the social structures

of the world during the time span in which each generation

is growing up.

All of these propositions seeking to explain genera-

tional differences are related in some degree to Davis's

theory set forth in 1940 which holds that the cultural

content of the American society rapidly changes, that each

generation experiences different aspects of the changing

culture, and, consequently, that parents and their off-

spring experience culture conflict and thus a generation

gap.

The Gap as a Worldwide Phenomenon

Another set of social explanations for intergenera-

tional conflict includes those theories that maintain
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that the generation gap is universal and that it occurs as

a result of social change in all societies, often leading

to universal social movements commonly called student

rebellions or revolutions.

In an analysis of generational differences around the

world, Taylor (1969) suggests_ that it is now possible to

say that there is a world revolution led by students repre-

senting their generation and the ideals of that generation.

Beneath this revolution exists a philosophy which demands

that the new generation re-think and reconsider what life

is about. This approach to life, says Taylor, has arisen

from the civil rights movement and from social protest and

is an indication that the social injustices that exist

today are no longer tolerable for the younger generation.

The belief that a worldwide student movement exists

is echoed by Mead (1970) who points out that present evi-

dence suggests that the generation gap is universal and

that unrest is stirring in modern youth everywhere.

Several factors which account for the generation gap be-

tween parents and their children and the worldwide student

movement according to Mead are: the emergence of a world

community united by shared knowledge and danger; drastic

social change in the last several decades; an entirely new,

complex, and different age constructed by technological

change; the unique environment experienced by each new

generation; and problems of communication. Mead states:
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There, in brief, are the conditions of our times.
These are the two generations -- pioneers in a
new era and their children, who have as yet to
find a way of communicating about the world in
which both live, though their perceptions of it
are so different (Mead, 1970, p. 87).

Schiamberg (1969) in a cross-cultural analysis of the

generation gap did not identify any world movements of

youth; however, he did conclude that in the cultures he

surveyed:

... behavior norms and role expectations provide
the basis for the smooth adolescent-parent re-
lationships .... Nontechnological societies
which have relatively clearcut and broadly ac-
cepted societal goals and values have less
adolescent-parent conflict than societies in
which individuals are confronted with the
choice of many different occupations and life
styles (Schiamberg, 1969, p. 355).

One of the most complete and scholarly analyses of

generational conflict and the world student movement was

made by Lewis Feuer (1969a). Feuer defined a student

movement as:

a congregatidn of students inspired_by aims
which they try to explicate in a political
ideology, and moved by an emotional rebellion
in which there is always present a disillu-
sionment with and rejection of the values of
the older generation (Feuer, 1969b, p. 53).

Student movements, Feuer believes, are almost always con-

stituted of the children of the middle classes; and these

children have the conviction that they are the bearers of

a higher ethic than the rest of society.

To a degree, Feuer maintains that student movements

and generational conflict can be explained in terms of an
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adolescent rebellion of youth against their fathers. He

states:

A student movement, however, is an instrumen-
tality of psychological revolution; in a world
where the fathers have been de-authoritized,
the sons step forward as the self-anointed
bearers of authority.

Further, Feuer says that:

A student movement always looks for some lowly
oppressed class with which it can psychologi-
cally identify itself. Whether it be to the
peasantry, the proletariat, or the Negro, the
students have a tremendous need to offer them-
selves in a self-sacrificial way, to seek out
an exploited group on whose behalf their sacri-
fices will be made. Conceiving of themselves
as deceived, exploited sons, they feel kinship
with the deceived and exploited of society as
a whole (Feuer, 1969a, p. 19-20).

Concerning intergenerational conflict in the United

States, Feuer believes that until recently America could

have been characterized as being in a state of generational

equilibrium in which no generation believed that it was

being deprived of its proper place in society.

Feuer maintains that during the early colonial years,

when America's colleges were few and small, intergenera-

tional conflict did not occur. However, in the course of

the mid 1800's, signs of generational struggle appeared

with the founding of the first college fraternities whose

origins were mark(Nlipyunrest and conflict between students

and professors.

The student unrest of the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries was partially directed against the
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doctrine of in loco parentis. However, the 1920' s , by and

large, were marked by a period'of generational equilib-

rium.

The early thirties in America were characterized by

student unrest and socialist sentiment on many campuses.

According to Feuer, the movement of the thirties was

largely drawn to orthodox Marxism for its ideology. Stu-

dent strikes were called in 1934, 1935, and 1936; and by

the mid-thirties, the American student movement had for the

most part come under the control of the communist party.

However, communist influence began to subside with the

signing of the Stalin-Hitler pact in 1934. From 1949 to

1963 Feuer maintains that there was "a rapid succession of

'generations' -- the silent, the conservative, the beat,

and the New Left" (Feuer, 1969a, p. 373).

The great awakening of the American student movement,

according to Feuer, began in the early sixties. Up to this

time, American college students had not regarded their

fathers or America's business leaders as a de-authoritized

group, but rather had admired and looked forward to joining

them. The new student activists of the sixties selected

men like Fidel Castro as their generational heroes, men who

had destroyed the order of the elder generation. Further-

more, civil rights and identification with the American

Negro served as the emotional basis for a new "back-to-the-

people" identification.
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During the middle sixties, the movement began to turn

away from the civil rights issue and moved towards the

issue of the Vietnam War. Identification with the peasant-

ry and the backward peoples of the world occurred, and

anti-Americanism became a recognized article of faith in

the ideology of a generational rebellion. The rebellion

thus became one against the affluent society which the

elders had created.

Consequently, although Feuer basically sees America

as a nation in generational equilibrium, he believes that

the roots of generational conflict and the basis for a true

student movement were planted during the 1960's. He

states:

The activists of the student movement feel a
need to define their virtues as unique to
their generation, as distinct from those of
the middle-aged generation and middle-class
generation. Student leaders enumerate the
virtues of their generation -- authenticity,
courage, truthfulness .... Nevertheless, the
students' underlying emotion is undeniable --
their will to define themselves as different,
as uncorrupted (unlike the elders), as deter-
mined to change the world the elders transmit
to them (Feuer, 1969a, p. 416).

Intra-Family Communication as a Source

of Generational Conflict

A number of social scientists, Williams (1949); Ilka

(1953); Dubbe. (1965); Lerner (1966); Berdie, Loeffler, and

Roth (1970); Sandell and Rossman (1971); and Moulds (1971)

set forth the theory that the generation gap results from
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and contributes to poor communications between the young

and the old. These theorists believe that the relationship

between parents and their offspring depends largely on the

quality of communication that takes place between the two.

As early as the 1940's, Williams (1949) was writing

about the personal and familial problems encountered by

high school age youth. At that time as a result of his

research, he suggested that in cases where serious problems

existed between parents and their offspring, it could be

shown that in about half of the cases the adolescent

youngsters could not confide in their parents. Similarly,

Ilka (1953) suggested that clear communication between

parents and their children is a must if good relations are

to be maintained between various generations.

Lerner (1966) holds that the lack of trust exhibited

by young people toward adults is a sign that communication

between generations is almost totally nonexistent. Perhaps

if adults listen to what the younger generation is saying,

claims Lerner, they will hear the young calling for "teach-

ing teachers, parents who live what they profess, effective

[role] models, mature people they can trust in a society

they can believe in" (Lerner, 1966, p. 18).

In a study of communications between parents and

adolescents, Dubb6 (1965) found that more than 95 percent

of today's young people have difficulty in communicating

at one time or another with their parents. Since
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communications are so important in the home, Dubbe believes

that the communication breakdown that occurs between the

young and the old in many families may be the major cause

of the problems that exist between generations.

Also, Dubbe found that offspring considered it diffi-

cult to approach their fathers due to the fact that the

father's time at home was limited and because of the fact

that fathers often generate more power in the home. The

most frequently mentioned communication block with mothers

appeared to be the fact that they tell their children's

secrets and thus violate their child's confidence.

In a comparable study, information was obtained about

145 mother-daughter pairs and 91 father-son pairs at the

University of Minnesota by Berdie, Loeffler, and Roth

(1970) who sought to illustrate how communications might

help explain the generation gap. Results of the study re-

vealed that both men and women students wished that their

parents would listen more and not be so domineering and

judgmental. The girls desired that their mothers be less

probing and more trustworthy with information, while the

mothers wished that their daughters would ask for and take

their advice. On the other hand, fathers desired more

opportunities to talk with their sons.

Similarly, Sandell and Rossman (1971) asked 55 fresh-

man students in a structured interview to discuss their

relationships with their parents. In general, the
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researchers found that the students described their parents

favorably. Areas in which little or no communication oc-

curred involved controversial topics such as religion,

politics, and sex. Most of the students claimed to be more

liberal and less materialistic than their parents and felt

that they were different from their parents with regard to

beliefs, values, goals, and life-styles. The authors

pointed out that "the major source of friction seemed to

revolve around the development of 'autonomy'" (sandell and

Rossman, 1971, p. 825).

Moulds (1971) theorized that restoration of sound

communication in our communities might be the answer to

solving intergenerational strife and suggested that the

problem was one of redeveloping the sense of community in

America by reducing the bigness of our institutions. He

believes that the greater the number of impersonal contacts

one has, the less faith and trust one can have in any per-

son regardless of his age. "There is no substitute for

living together, talking together, working together

This is called community" (Moulds, 1971, p. 3), It is,

this spirit of community and neighborhood Moulds. believes,

where the answer to generational conflict lies.

Closely related to the communication approach to-

understanding the generation gap are those theories con

cerned with technological advancement in the area of mass

media, specifically television.
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Hayakawa (1969), as acting president of San Francisco

State, claimed that he witnessed in action a younger gen-

eration unable to relate to the older generation. He

believes that today's young people have spent so much time

passively watching television that they can not effectively

relate to the people around them. He further maintains

that television has taught America's youth a simplistic

technique of problem solving and an infantile process of

thinking.

Like Hayakawa, Moulds (1971) believes that television

encourages a simplified view of life and is a poor substi-

tute for meaningful communication between youth and their

parents. He suggests that because our society is so im-

personal, little communication occurs between the young

and the old. As a result, Moulds maintains that man has

been forced to create new artificial aids for communication

and, consequently, has directed his energy toward simula-

ting face-to-face interaction by means of the television

and the telephone.

A different view of the role of television in the con-

flict of generations is held by McDonald (1970). He

states:

Television's daily and documentary journalism,
imperfect as it is, furnishes a bond among
youth in the form of instant and continuous
awareness and consciousness of themselves as
sharing the same passions, values, friends,
and enemies. For the first time youth are
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one and are conscious of their unity (McDonald,
1970, p. 27).

Halleck (1968) also sets forth the theory that today's

young have difficulty in relating to and communicating with

adults. His research has found that activists and alien-

ated students find it difficult to relate to the adult

generation and are relentless in their contempt for what

they view as adult hypocrisy.

Thus, communications between the young and the old

are an important element in the analysis of the generation

gap. The quality of the relationship that exists between

parents and their children will depend upon the quality of

communication that occurs within the family situation.

Furthermore, mass communication and institutional communi-

cation as they occur within the society will influence the

types of relationships that are maintained between various

generations.

General Theories

The following explanations of the generation gap,

although related in many ways to the areas already covered,

do not seem to fall into any one category and for that

reason are considered separately under the heading of gen-

eral theories.

Kirkpatrick (1955) conceptualized intergenerational

interaction as a clash of inferiority complexes. He
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believes that youth due to their lack of experience and

poise tend to feel inferior in their relations with adults.

In contrast, parents develop inferiority complexes because

they are growing old; they are experiencing declining sex-

ual powers; and they are facing the prospect of decreasing

importance. Thus, as a result of the processes of growing

up and growing old, alienation between parents and their

children may occur.

In a somewhat related theory, Cottle (1971) points out

that children tend to out achieve their parents, resulting

in possible inferiority complexes on behalf of the parents.

As a result, the young must carefully handle their parental

relationships so that the older generation does not inter-

pret youths' accomplishments as an indication of its own

ineptitude.

Several authors, Hechinger and Hechinger (1963),

Michael (1963), and Elkind (1970) maintain that the genera-

tion gap is a result of parents not maintaining proper

standards for their children and not demanding conformity

to these standards.

Hechinger and Hechinger (1963) believe that rebellion

has always been an important part of adolescence; but like

any other youthful force, it must be controlled and di-

rected. Instead of giving young people specific rules by

which to test themselves, they hold that the American

approach to child raising has "smothered" America's youth
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in understanding, thus robbing them of a chance to test

themselves and consequently mature. Hechinger and Hech-

inger maintain that the generation gap is a result of the

abdication of the rights and privileges of adults for the

convenience of the younger generation.

Michael (1963) points out that the generation gap is

a result of conflict concerning traditional community

standards and interests. In other words, the issue is,

according to Michael, whose institutional positions are to

be preserved and whose are to be changed. The generation

gap here is a conflict between the priorities of the young

and the old.

In a somewhat similar theory, Elkind (1970) also be-

lieves that parent-offspring conflict arises out of loyalty

to standards. Elkind states:

When parents are asking their children to be
loyal to middle-class standards and a way of
life that their children see as often corrupt
(for example, the profit motive as a way of
life, the problems of racism and the inner
city, or the morality of the Vietnamese War),
issues, like all moral matters, are likely to
become cloudy (Elkind, 1970, p. 430).

The permissiveness of the last several decades has

resulted in the relaxation of parental and school disci-

pline and thus has encouraged the development of a young

generation which is unresponsive to adults and more depend-

ent upon the mores of peers, according to Mead (1961).

She also believes that the commercialization of youth fads
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and the publication of these behavior styles in the mass

media has created a distinct mass adolescent culture which

is often at odds with the adult culture.

A related theory of Mussen, Conger, and Kagen (1963)

holds that the standards of a child's parents and those of

his peers may be in disagreement and thus precipitate gen-

erational conflict. They believe that parents who attempt

to make their children conform to the social norms of the

previous generation are sure to encourage conflict since

the youth's peers will have different generational expecta-

tions. These authors believe that when young people are

forced to choose between parental and peer standards, they

may decide in favor of their peer group since their needs

can be better satisfied through peer interaction.

Several unrelated theories concerning intergenera-

tional conflict are those of Gottlieb and Ramsey (1964),

Clark (1969), Silber (1968), and Drodin (1970).

A number of explanations concerning generational con-

flict are set forth by Gottlieb and Ramsey (1964). First,

they stress that the major task faced by every society is

that of the socialization of the young. When youth fail

to fulfill adult expectations, intergenerational conflict

occurs.

A second reason for youth-adult conflict, according

to these sociologists, stems from the fact that the Ameri-

can society is complex and rapidly changing with an
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elaborate division of labor. As a result, fewer occupa-

tional skills can be handed down from father to son; and,

consequently, the young must break traditional ties in

order to attain proficiencies important to mature adult

role playing.

Third, Gottlieb and Ramsey believe that a total value

alteration is occurring in the society where youthfulness

is emulated and old age is despised. Thus, although the

elders of the society may have higher formal status, the

young are valued more highly because of their youth.

Turning to an analysis of the generation gap and the

American Negro, Clark (1969) points out that the clich4 of

the generation gap has particular pertinence for Negroes;

He believes that the gap can be observed in the form of

rebellion on behalf of black youth against racial discrimi-

nation and against what they believe to be the "cowardice"

of their parents in confronting social injustices.

Silber (1968) characterizes today's youth as the ex-

perimental generation. The anger and alienation exhibited

by students, explains Silber, are a result of their desire

to rewrite their cultural heritage and a need to investi-

gate and experiment in the areas governed by traditional

taboos. He holds that adults should realize that this

experimentation is a natural part of the process of growing

up.

Drodin (1970) suggests that the generation gap is an
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"ideal-reality" gap in which the large majority of young

people are concerned about their country, its problems, and

the lack of action by adults in solving these problems. lie

believes that today's youth see the discrepancy, between

what is and what could be and seek participation in the

problem-solving process as a means of closing, the "ideal-

reality" gap.

In an attempt to better understand adolescent develop-

ment and behavior, studies have been conducted concerning

birth order, or ordinal position in the family. The re-

sults of these studies have implications for generation gap

research.

Rosen (1961) points out that first-born children have

greater access to their parents and thus command more

parental attention. In addition, they tend to become more

intensely involved with their parents and therefore become

sensitive to parental expectations and sanctions. Conse-

quently, first-born children are often described as being

adult-oriented, while second-born are said to be peer-

oriented.

First-born offspring have the advantage over later-

born offspring both within the nuclear family and within

the wider kin group, claims Rossi (1965). She suggests

that the first-born child seeks adult praise and reward

more than he seeks peer praise and reward and thus better

relates to and more easily with the adult generation than
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with his own generation.

MacDonald's (1969) birth-order research found that

first-born offspring tend to be more thoroughly socialized

than later-born offspring because of the individual adult

attention they receive. From his research, MacDonald con-

cluded that first-born children will probably have more

characteristics which are similar to their parents than

will later-born children; and, consequently, they will

experience less generational conflict.

Summary

From the review of literature concerning the genera-

tion gap, it appears to be a complex issue. While one set

of authors maintains that a gap does exist and that youth

are significantly different from their parents, others hold

that the differences are exaggerated; and still others

believe that the gap is wide and universal in nature.

These contradictions do exist and do reflect the vary-

ing conditions that are present in the American society.

In addition, they also reflect the convictions of those

viewing and studying intergenerational differences.

McDonald (1970) points out that:

what strikes one observer as 'youthful arro-
gance' seems to another 'refreshing candor.'
Where one critic discovers a 'pathological
condition' in young people, another rejoices
in the 'sanity' of youth's rejection of a
'sick society' (McDonald, 1970, p. 22).
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Perhaps the greatest shortcoming of most of the theo-

ries is that many of them are simplistic in nature and thus

overlook and oversimplify the diverse conditions that exist

in any complex social system. Thus, efforts to understand

what happens between youth and their parents in the home,

school, and community must continue.

Ultimately, the difference or similarity between gen-

erations is a function of the amount of transmission of

values from one generation to the next. Therefore, the

prime question concerning intergenerational differences is

whether the transmission of values in the American society

is small or large. This question leads to section two of

the review of literature.

Values, Attitudes, and Generational Differences

As was noted in the first section of the review of

literature, the topic of generational differences has been

the subject of a great deal of scholarly opinion and theo-

ry, rather than the object of scientific investigation.

However, recently many social scientists have become in-

creasingly aware that values and attitudes, as determinants

of individual and group human behavior, play an important

role in one generation's understanding of another. As a

result, a variety of empirical approaches has been designed

to study values and attitudes held by individuals and

groups in the American society.
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In general, behavioral scientists have-been divided

in their opinions toward the study of values and attitudes

as a subject of scientific inquiry. The extreme behavior-

ists argue that values are matters of subjective experience

and therefore are not proper subject matter for objective

study. They believe that science deals with statistical

probabilities and measurable quantities and that value

systems lend themselves poorly to quantitative treatment.

Other sociologists and psychologists argue that values

and attitudes are facts of human experience and are ex-

tremely important determinants of human-behavior. There-

fore, if human behavior is to be understood, the scientific

method must be enlarged to encompass research concerned

with values and attitudes.

In the study of values, one encounters the same prob-

lem that is found in the study of personality in that ob-

jective study of the area requires discrimination, abstrac-

tion, and classification. There are as many values, and-

ways of classifying these values as there' are personality

or behavior traits. Understanding values and attitudes

thus requireS generalizing them into categories that are

held to be common to all (Robinson and Shaver, 1969).

Research concerning values and attitudes indicates

that young people not only tend to reflect the values and

attitudes of their elders, but that they also tend to

modify these points of view as they grow older as a
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result of being influenced by various individuals and

social agencies outside of the home. This process, of

socialization, or learning to interact with people within

the expectations of various groups in reference to their

standards, mores, and customs, leads to approved social

behavior. One of the critical processes involved in

socialization is that of developing, appropriate social

attitudes and values which are absorbed by the individual

from the social milieu in which he has grown up. This

process is discussed in the following review of literature

concerning values, attitudes, and generational differences.

The Study. of Values and Attitudes

The empirical approach to the study of values and

attitudes remains largely, an isolated area within the

field of social psychology. However, the related disci-

plines of anthropology and sociology have also given con-

siderable attention to this study. In fact, anthropolo-

gists who examined culture patterns and life styles and

sociologists who studied ideologies, mores, and social

change made the major contributions during the early years

of value and attitude research.

The realm of values is the field in which sociology

unites with psychology in an analysis of human behavior.

Both sciences emphasize that man's individual, group, and

institutional relations and values are interdependent.
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The study of this interdependency as it is related to value

conflict and social change is of special concern to con-

temporary sociologists. The most important content of

social analysis involves the study of values and how these

values cause groups to compete or conflict with one another

in a given social situation; and for this reason, sociolo-

gists hold that values are the stabilizers of group inter-

action and represent an area of utmost importance for

sociological research.

Psychologists, in contrast, have largely ignored

value and attitude research because of their belief that

this field was not empirical in nature; and even if it

was, few if any conceptual or theoretical frameworks ex-

isted from which to initiate research.

In the 1930's this belief started to change, and value

scales appeared in the professional literature of psychol-

ogy. The large majority of these scales conceived of val-

ues as personal goals, and the most popular and.widely used

instrument of the time was the Allport-Vernon Study of

Values. ThiS instrument was revised in 1951 by Allport and

Vernon in collaboration with Lindzey. Today the revised

Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values is widely used to

measure values and to ascertain relative preferences for

_six different kinds of ideas and activities: theoretical,

economic, aesthetic, social, political, and religious.

The authors based their inventory, on Edward Spranger's
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"types of men" who could be identified by their dominant

interests (Allport, Vernon, and Lindzey, 1951).

During the last two decades, additional value scales

have been designed based on different definitions of value;

and each represents a slightly different approach to the

problem of empirical measurement. Robinson and Shaver

(1969) attempted to categorize and summarize some of the

better-known value scales. They classified the major

scales into the categories of: "Values as What is Desired"

(Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values, 1960,: and.Inter-

personal Values by Gordon, 1960); "Values as What Ought to

be Desired" (Personal Value Scales by Scott, 1965, and

Changes in Moral Values by Rettig and Pasamanick, 1954);

and "Mixed Conceptions of Values" (Value Survey by Rokeach,

1968; Ways to Live by Morris, 1956; and Cross-Cultural

Variations in Value Orientations by Kluckhohn and Strodt-

beck, 1961) (Robinson and Shaver, 1969, p. 413-415).

At this point a brief overview of conceptualizations

of the value domain is appropriate. Many different and

varied approaches to the definition and classification of

values have been made by attitude and value theorists.

An adequate theoretical framework for values

includes distinctions between values that are
individual and collective, explicit and im-
plicit, and that fall into five broad categor-
ies: 1) tellic, referring to ultimate means
and ends; 2) ethical, dealing with good and
evil; 3) aesthetic, defining beauty and ugli-
ness; 4) intellectual (or epistomological),
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outlining how truth is to be known; and 5)
economic, dealing with definitions of both
preferences and the preferable in the realm
of social exchange (Robinson and Shaver,
1969, p. 410).

As already mentioned, many definitions of value exist;

however, one of the most widely used simply states-that

human values express the "good and bad" or the "shoulds

and oughts" of human behavior. More specifically, and for

the purposes of thiS study, a value is defined as:

an enduring belief that a specific mode of
conduct or end-state of existence is person-
ally and socially preferable to alternative
modes of conduct or end-states of existence.

The distinction between preferable modes
of conduct and preferable end-states of exist-
ence is a more or less familiar one in the
philosophical literature on values: it is a
distinction between values representing means
and ends.... An instrumental value is there-
fore defined as a single belief that always
takes the following form: 'I believe that
such-and-such a mode of conduct (for example,
honesty, courage) is personally and socially
preferable'.... A terminal value takes a
comparable form: 'I believe that such-and-
such an, end-state of existence (for example,
salvation, a world at peace) is personally
and socially worth striving for° (Rokeach,
1968, p. 160).

Likewise, attitudes are integral parts of personality

and are important determinants of human behavior. Gener-

ally, attitude has been frequently defined as a predisposi-

tion to act in a certain way. Again, for the purposes of

this study, an attitude is defined as:

an organization of several beliefs focused on
a specific object (physical or social, concrete
or abstract) or situations predisposing, one to
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respond in some preferential manner.... An
attitude is thus a package of beliefs con-
sisting of interconnected assertions to the
effect that certain things about a specific
object or situation are true or false, and
other things about it are desirable or un-
desirable (Rokeach, 1968, p. 159).

Values and Attitudes of American Youth

The appropriate question at this point is which values

and attitudes have been found to be held by American youth.

Webster, Freedman, and Heist (1962) report that in two of

the earliest studies in the area of college student values,

Thurstone and Chave in 1929 and Allport and Vernon in 1931

found that except for minor discrepancies test-retest

scores concerning attitudes held by college students showed

that during college the students changed in the direction

of more liberal attitudes on social issues and valued a

tolerant attitude towards other persons.

In a monumental effort to survey all available studies

in this area, Jacob (1957) found a marked uniformity of

values held by college students. His conclusions suggested

that the values of the American college student were re-

markably homogeneous and that the generation of college

students at that time was "gloriously contented" and the

great majority "unabashedly self-centered." Further,

Jacob concluded that the students were conformists who val-

ued moral virtues, expressed a need for religion in their

lives, and valued their college education primarily in
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terms of its vocational applications rather than its intel-

lectual benefits.

Jacob went onto point out that although not all stu-

dents could be described in these terms, approximately 75

to 80 percent fell in this category. Several value issues

were noted which divided a minority of students into a

dissenting group. These issues involved the importance of

discipline and authority in raising a family, the impor-

tance of government action to foster economic and social

well-being, the importance of military power in maintaining

world peace, and the importance of insuring political con-

formity.

In his conclusions, Jacob stated that against the

background of earlier generations, the values of these

students looked different.

The undergirding of the Puritan heritage on
which the major value ::assumptions_ of American
society have rested is inconspicuous, if it
is present at all. Perhaps these students
are the forerunners of a major cultural and
ethical revolution, the unconscious ushers
of an essentially secular (though nominally
religious), self-oriented (though group-
conforming) society (Jacob, 1957, p. 4).

In a criticism of the Jacob study, Riesman (1958)

suggested that the study was not on sound ground methodo-

logically because stronger studies were not distinguished

from weaker ones. Another criticism involved Riesman's

contention that findings based on male students were

treated as if they held for women as well. However,
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Allport (1963) agreed with Jacob's findings and maintained

that many American youth possess the "flabby value-fibre"

that Jacob discovered in his review of value studies.

In a more recent discussion of the values of American

youth, Jacob (1963) agreed that the reliability of his con-

clusions was subject to certain reservations such as the

definition of value and the validity of the instruments

designed to measure values and attitudes. Nevertheless,

he maintained that his conclusions were being rapidly

"buttressed" by incoming data. He stated:

A strong presumptive case can be made for the
proposition that we now have in our classes
and have had for at least the last decade a
group whose values differ so markedly from
their various predecessors as to represent a
break in the American cultural tradition
(Jacob, 1963, p. 172).

Additional studies conducted during the 1950's and the

early 1960's concerning life goals of college students re-

vealed that the average college student of that time

planned to search for a rich, full life within his future

family, friendships, and job career. Feldman and Newcomb

(1969) reported that Goldsen et al. in the early 1950's

found that male students selected family relationships,

careers, and leisure time pursuits as the three activities

that would give them the most satisfaction in their lives.

Of lesser importance were religious activities, participa-

tion in community affairs, and participation in activities

directed toward national and international betterment.
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The researchers in this study concluded that "privatism" in

general was an appropriate characterization of the values

of the American college student.

Likewise, Mogar (1964) found that both male and female

freshman students held privatistic values. In other words,

these freshmen considered family, economic security, and

(for the men) career as the primary sources of future satis-

faction. Mogar concluded, however, that many students

tended to de-emphasize home and family as well as religious,

social, and political concerns and the values of the previ-

ous generation.

Recently, doctoral students have become involved in

research concerning values and attitudes. Sternberg (1953)

and Ritter (1968) found that groups of college students

majoring in different subjects held significantly different

values and interests. Miller (1958) concluded his study

with the suggestion that socio-economic status, as a deter-

minant of certain attitudes, might play a less important

role than other factors. In a similar study Thayer (1968)

found that poor and lower-middle-class college students

were slightly more liberal than students representing other

social classes. Twomey (1962) stated that students share

some values in common and that college attendance seems to

exert some influence upon changing values but not signifi-

cantly for most students.

Teglovic (1968) summarized his findings by stating
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that a common core of values is held by students concerning

certain issues. He found that students accepted. the coun-

try's involvement in war to fight aggression, believed in

private enterprise, supported the belief that men were en-

titled to equal opportunity to develop their capacities,

and felt the right to vote should be given to all qualified

citizens. Areas of disagreement among the students in-

volved attitudes toward community, ethical conduct, sexual

behavior, nature of the Bible, and to what extent man is

responsible for his deeds. In discussing the results of

his study, Teglovic noted that females were more liberal

in their attitudes concerning issues such as war, foreign

policy, equality of men, crime, science, and voting, while

men were more liberal in their attitudes concerning moral

issues such as cheating, sex relations, and the use of

alcohol.

From the studies conducted during the fifties and

sixties, Feldman and Newcomb (1969) concluded that students

entering college typically hold privatistic values and that

although value changes do occur while in college these same

values are likely to be held when departing from college.

These results agree with the contention that the American

people in general have a set of privatistic values and are

primarily concerned with worldly success. However, certain

cautions are in order, point out Feldman and Newcomb, when

interpreting the results of various studies. They believe
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that while students consider privatistic values to be the

most important, this does not mean that community, nation,

and international concerns are unimportant, but rather that

they are simply less important. Further, Feldman and New

.suggest that the label of privatism cannot be applied

in a blanket fashion to all American students. They state:

A minority of students expect to find their
primary satisfaction elsewhere (or in conjunc-
tion with family and career), and are already
socially and politically involved in community
and national affairs. This minority in the
late sixties has become more vocal, vociferous,
visible, and organized -- and perhaps propor-
tionately larger (Feldman and Newcomb, 1969,
p. 14).

Values, Attitudes,rand the Generation Gap

A number of studies have been conducted in recent

years in an attempt to objectively show that a gap exists

between the older and the younger generations in terms

of values and attitudes. In a longitudinal study of ado-

lescence, Butler (1963) found that by the time children

reach their middle teens they are critical not only of

their homes, but also of their families and their parents.

As a result of the findings, she concluded that adolescents

openly challenge their parents' contributions to the family

unit, thus resulting in parents limiting, the child's ex-

pression of his feelings. The result is that both parent

and offspring find it increasingly difficult to be honest

with each other, thus resulting in distance between
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generations.

Hurlock (1966) agrees with the claims of some youth

that members of the older generation do not understand them.

The reason for this misunderstanding, he believes, is that

some of America's cherished values have been "dumped" by

young people in favor of new values which members of the

older generation cannot understand or accept. Further,

with values of their own, he suggests that it is not sur-

prising that today's adolescents feel that their parents

and grandparents are out of step with the times; and thus,

as members of the younger generation, they reject the in-

fluence of the older generation. The consequence of this

state of affairs, believes Hurlock, is that adolescents

are deprived of the guidance of anyone old enough and ex-

perienced enough to offer it which may result in the

weakening of family solidarity and a deterioration of

family loyalty.

In a study conducted on the university level, it was

found that there appears to be marked variation in parent

and student attitudes on a number of issues concerning the

university and its students. Crookston characterized the

results of this study as a "remarkable illustration of the

'generation gap'" (Crookston et al., 1966, p. 22)

Two additional studies conducted in higher education

considered student and parent attitudes toward career

choice and college goals. Lubell (1968) found that a
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conflict appears to exist between values of parents and

students in terms of occupational choice and that such a

choice appears to be highly related to a person's politi-

cal identification. Thus, he concluded that the new occu-

pational orientation of students might be the main cause

of the generation gap. Meier (1969) studied the possible

conflict of values between parents and their offspring in

the area of college aims and goals. He found that most

students expected college to lead to self-fulfillment,

while they felt that their parents expected it to lead to

status and security. Goals of male students differed from

goals of their fathers much more than from goals of their

mothers.

In a nationwide study of both college and non-college

youth and their parents, Yankelovich (1969) found that

generational differences are large in the United States,

not only in political and ideological realms, but algo in

traditional values as well. The results of his study

showed that large differences exist between radical youth

and their parents while small differences exist between

conservative youth and their parents. In the findings

section of his report, Yankelovich stated:

On a wide variety of subjects -- war, the draft,
civil disobedience, the military, big business,
the political parties, the'mass media, the dis-
tribution of wealth -- large minorities of
youth (and occasionally, majorities of college
youth) are sharply critical of our economic and
political systems and the 'Establishment' and
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p. 4).

In an attempt to identify the source of the gap be-

tween parents and their children, Sandell and Rossman

(1971) asked .a sample of college students to describe in

what ways they felt that their beliefs and values differed

from their parents'. The results of the study showed, that

only one student in five said that his values were basi-

cally the same as his parents' values. Sandell. and Rossman

concluded that seemingly significant differences existed in

that the students believed that they were more liberal and

less materialistic than their parents. In addition, the

students felt that their lifestyles were different from

the life styles of their parents and that their lives in

general were more free and casual. Furthermore, freShmen

saw themselves as being less religiously oriented than

their parents.

Values, Attitudes, and the Education Gap

A related theory, but one with a different emphasis,

is the "education gap" hypothesis. This approach suggests

that if it is true that different values are held by

adults and youth, then the primary explanation for this

difference lies in the area of amount of education.

In the fifties, Berdie (1954) compared the values of

those parents whose children planned to go to college with
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the values of those parents whose children did not plan to

go to college. Results of the study showed that both

groups recognized that a college education led to financial

rewards; however, in contrast to the latter group, the

former group emphasized and valued a love of learning and

the importance of higher education in one's personal devel-

opment.

In a study comparing the values and attitudes of col-

lege and non-college students four years after high school,

Trent and Medsker (1968) concluded that the youth in their

sample expressed a variety of values and attitudes and that

some of these clearly distinguished the groups as being

different. It was pointed out that the group of college

persisters was distinguished from the withdrawal and non-

attender groups by the development of autonomy.

Under the circumstances the evidence consid-
ered suggests that the work world is not
conducive to that open, flexible disposition
and spirit of inquiry that is so important
to the attainment of identity, acceptance of
others, understanding of the environment, and
fullest realization of potentials (Trent and
Medsker, 1968, p. 176-177).

During October 1968, Fortune magazine employed an

independent firm specializing in attitude research to dis-

cover what American college youth aged 18 through 24 be-

lieved (Fortune, 1969). The sample group of college stu-

dents was divided into two subgroups, the "practical-minded

students" (58 percent of the sample) and the "forerunners."
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The "forerunners" were not concerned with the practical

benefits of college, but rather were concerned with the

intangible benefits derived from college attendance. A

control group of young men and women who had never attended

college was also included in the sample.

The results of the Fortune survey indicated that per-

sons who have attended college hold different attitudes

than persons who have not attended college. It was pointed

out that these differences were rather clear-cut and not

surprising. However, what was thought to be extraordinary

was the rejection of traditional American values by the

"forerunner" group and the similarities in the beliefs and

values held by the "practical-minded students" and those

who had not attended college. Commenting on the Fortune

study, Parade magazine (1970) suggested that observers of

the American social scene now believe that a "class gap,"

based on the differences in attitudes between those who are

young and educated and those who are old and not as well

educated is now developing in this pountry.

In 1971 the topic of an education gap was again con-

sidered by Parade magazine (1971). The question raised by

the magazine was why do parents and their children disagree

about life styles. It was concluded that the fundamental

cause of a gap in values between the young and the old was

the education differential between the two.

Consequently, from the review of literature in the
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previous two sections, it is apparent that a number of

authorities believe and have shown that some differences

exist between the values of the older and the younger gen-

erations. Explanations for these differences in values

and attitudes are many and varied; however, they all point

to psychosocial reasons for what many have called a genera-

tion gap in values and what others have called an education

gap leading to differences in values.

Psychological Explanations for

Generational Value Differences

In the psychological literature there are numerous

writings dealing with children and their attempts to relate

and adjust to the adult world while seeking independence

and identity. Various authors, particularly those con-

cerned with the period of adolescence, have written about

the conflicts between parents and their offspring; for it

is generally during the period of adolescence that youth-

parent conflicts are intensified.

Perhaps the best-known psychological explanation of

differences in values between generations is based on

Freud's notion of the "Oedipus Complex." Two theorists

who basically support this theory are Pearson and Feuer.

Pearson (1958) agrees with the Freudian theory of the

role of the "Oedipus Complex" in the conflict of genera-

tions. He points out that the main problem of adolescence
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is that of developing an ego which is equipped to channel

instinctual drives into realistic, useful forms of expres-

sion which lead to personal identity. In seeking this

sense of realization of the self, the adolescent asks ques-

tions concerning self-identity, the purpose of life, and

the meaning of the universe. Further, Pearson states that:

It must be remembered that the adult has re-
pressed his memories of the really important
episodes of his adolescence. Since he does
not remember them, he does not understand
what the adolescent is doing or why he must
do it. This lack of understanding is an
important reason for the conflict of genera-
tions in adolescence (Pearson, 1958, p. 23).

Feuer (1969a) holds that the younger generation comes

into conflict with the older generation through some his-

torical failure in which the elders become de-authoritized,

and the young step forward as the bearers of authority.

Specifically, in Freudian terms, the conflict of genera-

tions, according to Feuer, is a result of unresolved Oedi-

pal conflicts and is basically a latent, unconscious ex-

pression of a desire on the behalf of young sons to over-

come their fathers.

Schiamberg (1969) summarizes Freudian theory and its

implication for the study of the generation gap and sug-

gests the major weakness of such a theory. He indicates

that Freud thought that the male youth's relationship with

his father was determined by how well the son resolved the

problem of identifying with his father versus his actual
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desire for his mother. This dilemma would hopefully be

resolved when the son recognized his father's dominance

over his mother, and thus he would identify with the father

as a source of power. However, Schiamberg states that:

Freud's theory treats the problem of the 'con-
flict of generations' from an intrapsychic
point of view rather than as a problem of
interpersonal relationships influenced by
sociocultural norms and values.... Freud per-
haps laid an undue amount of stress upon some-
what impressionistic and unverifiable con-
structs, such as the Oedipus complex
(Schiamberg, 1969, p. 334-335).

In a somewhat related yet different theory, Erikson

(1956) believes that the central problem of adolescence

lies in the task of developing a self-concept and of find-

ing an ego-identity. However, whereas Freud emphasized

the role of the Oedipus conflict, Erikson emphasizes the

social nature of the conflict. Thus, Erikson recognizes

the failure of parents to notice adolescent achievement

and the revolt of adolescents against the values and domi-

nance of their parents as the two major sources of conflict

between generations.

In a more recently written discussion concerning the

values of contemporary youth, Erikson (1970) points out

that youth's entry into the adult world is often too long

delayed, resulting in the young refraining from forming any

blueprint for the future. He claims that many of today's

youth experience difficulty in reaching the young adulthood

stage of human development by which time a universal sense
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be willing to accept the responsibility of transmitting

these values to the next generation.

In a study of radical students, Keniston ,(1968) found

that identity formation in the young people he studied was

far less complete than for many of their contemporaries.

He described the students in his sample as suffering from

"'protracted adolescence,' still immersed during, thbir mid-

twenties in an 'unresolved identity crisis'" (Keniston,

1968, p. 117-118). Keniston further described some of the

youth he studied as individuals who have come to perceive

that the values of the past will be totally inappropriate

for the world of the future.

In the early fifties, Martin (1954) discussed two

basic theories which sought to explain the development of

values in children. The first theory involved the incor-

poration of values by means of the process of identifica-

tion followed by forms of adaptation behavior which are

consistent with the incorporated values. The second theory,

and the one Martin maintained was the most reasonable, sug-

gested that in the developmental process imitation and

reinforcement occur first in the acquisition of behavior;

and only later does a definition of values occur as a re-

sult of the observation of that behavior. Thus, to explain

the development of values in children, Martin held that "

need only seek the behavioral models that are available,
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the patterns of behavior imitated, and the rewards.and

punishments ensuing" (Martin, 1954, p. 217).

In order to better understand adolescent character

development, Beck (1960) conducted a study to ascertain

whether mothers or fathers were the chief source of values

for children. He found that moral values may be learned

equally well from either parent by children of either sex

and concluded that the crucial factor in the source of

values for young people was the moral make-up of the per-

son from whom the child learns his values.

Rokeach (1968) in a consideration of human belief

systems pointed out that beliefs are undoubtedly first

learned in the context of interaction with parents very

early in life. He suggested that:

... taken together, the total belief system
may be seen as an organization of beliefs
varying in depth, formed as a result of liv-
ing in nature and in society, designed to
help a person maintain, insofar as possible,
a sense of ego and group identity, stable
and continuous over time ... (Rokeach, 1968,
p. 12).

In a study of adolescent girl-parent relations, Kovar

(1968) developed a typology of the adolescent girl based

on the extent and nature of a girl's autonomy and rela-

tions. She classified the girls in her study into five

basic types: the "adult-oriented" who have too strong a

relation with parents, the "peer-oriented" who have too

strong a relation with peers, the "delinquent" who searches
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for relations she never had, the "anarchic bohemian" who

searches for the autonomy she feels she lacks, and the

"autonomous" who has acquired in proper measure the begin-

nings of autonomy and thus has adopted parental values and

has experienced a minimum of generational conflict. Kovar

stated that the autonomous girl "begins from her earliest

years to develop her individuality in her own unique way

and to develop mastery and competence in the areas of her

choice" (Kovar, 1968, p. 8).

A number of theorists have conducted studies and sug-

gested theories that are basically psychosocial in nature.

These theorists hold that conflict between parents and

their offspring and the development of values occurs as a

result of various psychological factors interacting within

the home environment.

Kagan (1961) believes that the adolescent must pass

through a period of rebellion against both home and school;

and as a result, the adolescent seeks peer group relations

in which to create new values. Since moral values should

be the result of decisions, believes Kagan, this process

should be viewed as natural; for it assists the adolescent

in growing towards independence.

Lloyd (1952) studied 1,000 college students in order

to determine those issues that the students believed were

contributing to value conflict between themselves and their

parents. The students indicated that they resented their
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parents for interfering, with social life, providing no part

in family planning, providing inadequate financial assist-

ance, interfering, with academic work, criticizing school

grades, failing to provide sex information, and criticizing

their friends.

In a study of parent-teenage conflict and home atmos-

phere, Landis (1954) related the type of home in which a

child is raised, that is, democratic, intermediate, or

authoritarian, to the number of conflicts that occur be-

tween parents and adolescents. In all types of homes, he

found less conflict between parents and daughters over

school work than between parents and sons. In the authori-

tarian home, the daughters were involved in more disputes

over friends and attitudes toward parents than were the

sons. In general, only a few items showed any real dif-

ferences between sexes relevant to the number of conflicts.

Montagu (1971) suggests that in America there is great

pressure to make children adopt adult values at a very

early age. This pressure is maintained, claims Montagu,

throughout adolescence and results in adolescents who find

themselves isolated between the two worlds of childhood

and adulthood. Thus, he maintains that parent-adolescent

conflict is primarily the result of adults' confusion with

and lack of understanding of the young.
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Value and Attitude Congruence

and Generational Equilibrium

In contrast to many of the studies and theories al-

ready reviewed, some authors and researchers have found

that the generation gap does not exist and that differences

in values and attitudes between generations are not large.

These social scientists believe that although there is much

talk about generational and value differences, in reality

few research studies support the hypothesis.

Fredrickson (1967), in a study of adolescent values,

concluded that the results of his study did not support the

findings of other research which showed a degeneration of

values among college students. He pointed out that the

college students participating in his study appeared to

recognize the importance of family values for social sta-

bility and education for personal development. In addition,

the students endorsed the idea of ethical resppnslbilities-:

and the majority felt that religion was an important part

of life.

In the area of values, Troll, Neugarten, and Kraines

(1969) found that individuals within families tend to re-

semble one another. Their research showed that parent-

parent similarities are stronger than parent -child simi-

larities. Even though this was found, no significant

differences in values were found to exist between parent-

child combinations. Ward, Rivers, and Forest (1969), in
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a study using eight value concepts, found that male stu-

dents were unaware of value differences between themselves

and their fathers even though their father's values dif-

fered from theirs. However, mothers were found to under-

stand their daughters quite well in relation to the value

concepts.

Hadden (1969), like earlier value researchers, found

privatism to be the most distinguishing quality among the

student generation. His study also found that even though

today's youth hold contempt for the previous generation

they still conform docilely to the stated ideals of their

parents.

"We were perplexed as to the causes for the tremendous

generalization appearing in the professional literature

concerning normal parent-adolescent conflicts," said

Offer (Offer, 1969, p. 194). Although an adolescent sub-

culture is thought to exist under its own value system,

his research findings did not support this. Further, he

speculated that overgeneralization from small studies to

society at large probably accounts for the popular idea of

a generation gap. He stated: "Our data strongly indicate

that for the majority of the teen-agers we have studied

there is no major gap of understanding and communication

between the generations" (Offer, 1969, p. 204).

Life magazine (1971) commissioned Louis Harris and

Associates to interview a national cross-section of the
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26 million Americans who are between the ages of 15. and 21.

The conclusions of this survey suggested that the young

were quite satisfied with society as it is and that their

views on a broad range of social questions were moderate

and conservative. In sum, Life magazine concluded that

youth are a rather tolerant, relaxed group whose attitudes

and expectations on a great many subjects differ very

little from their parents. Similarly, Roper Research

Associates (1969) studied the beliefs and attitudes of

male college freshmen, seniors, and alumni. Results of

their study. showed that only nine percent of the seniors

were critical of the basic institutions in America and that

in general the differences between the freshmen,, seniors,

and alumni were not usually great enough to indicate

trends.

Likewise, Lambert (1971), in a study designed to de-

termine if the values of the younger generation had changed

radically from the values of the previous generation, found

results similar to the Life magazine study. Values rated

highest by the all-women sample included concepts such as

"being yourself," "happiness," "self-respect," "love of a

person," and "peace." Due to the results of the study,

Lambert concurred with Life that today's students have val

ues similar to their parents and are basically satisfied

with the American society.

Weiner (1971) suggests that even though the American
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adolescent does in fact embrace a variety of teenage val-

ues, the notion of a generation gap has been overgeneral

ized. He points out that available data indicate that -the

..youth culture is by and large a superficial phenomenon.

Most of today's youth, he maintains, are psychologically

stable, have meaningful goals, and are an integral part of

their family. Those young people who are not, believes

Weiner, should be recognized as psychologically disturbed

youngsters in need of clinical attention.

Summary

As in section one which dealt with the generation gap,

it can again be noted from section two concerning values,

attitudes, and intergenerational differences that this area

of concern is extremely complex. For almost every theory

set forth concerning values, attitudes, and generational

differences there seems to be a contrasting theory which

can be explained in part by the contradictions that exist

at given times in the American social system. In addition,

such contrast can be accounted for in terms of the various

empirical approaches used to measure values and attitudes

and in terms of the theoretical constructs used by the

theorists conducting the research.

However, certain conclusions can be drawn from the

second section of the review of literature. First, in the

consideration of values and attitudes as determinants of
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human behavior, one must be on guard against simplistic

explanations. It appears that an integrated, interdiscip-

linary approach seems to provide the best means of arriving

at a sound understanding of this topic.

Second, it must be remembered that one of the central

problems in the realm of value and attitude research is

one of definition and methodology in that many theoretical

distinctions and numerous conceptual classes exist. Due

to the great number of approaches and definitions, a degree

of caution must be exercised in accepting the findings of

certain studies. Therefore, a sound understanding of

theory and definitions is necessary.

Third, man is basically a social animal who organizes

and reflects his experiences, and his personal values are

internalized from the social milieu in which he is raised.

The family unit, despite much talk of its demise, is still

the basic social organization in our society and thus

should receive a high degree of attention in empirical

research concerned with the development of values and

attitudes and the change of these values and attitudes

over time.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

The subjects selected for participation in this study

were female freshmen and their parents. A sample of 168

students was drawn from approximately 2,000 freshman women

enrolled at Oregon State University fall term, 1971.

Women students and their parents were used as subjects

for a number of reasons. First, the female student has

often been neglected in much of the research that has oc-

curred in higher education concerning students and their

characteristics. Only twenty years ago, 70' perdent.of all

students enrolled in institutions of higher education were

men. However, with each passing decade, greater numbers

of women have enrolled in our colleges; and it is predicted

that by 1978 female students will constitute 45 percent of

the national college student population (Cross, 1971).

Second, the role of women in our society is changing.

The Educational Testing Service (as cited by Cross, 1971)

found that only one female college student in four wanted

her future occupation to center around home and family, and

only. seven percent felt that the adult woman in American

society should be generally confined to the home. Further,

the Women's Liberation movement will certainly influence

daughter-parent relations in the American home, and the

impact of this movement could result in generational
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conflict or misunderstanding between parents and their

daughters.

Third, female students were used in the sample be-

cause it was felt that the elimination of male students

would further narrow the scope of the study, thus increas-

ing its meaningfulness to educators who will be dealing

with greater numbers of female students in the future.

Selection of the Sample

During fall term registration, three of six people at

the Dean of Students' table, where all students are re-

quired to leave a form, were instructed to record the name,

address, and phone number of the first female freshman to

leave her form at the table after every tenth minute of

the hour. The three people designated to identify sample

subjects were located in the end and middle chairs in order

to control for "center-or-end" card-leaving tendencies on

the part of students. The occupants of each chair were

rotated during the day to further control for any biasing

effects.

Of the 168 student and parent pairs selected to parti-

cipate in this study, 161 (96%) returned usable question-

naires. Of the 161 students, eight listed their father as

deceased and one listed her mother as deceased. Thus, the

sample included 152 complete daughter-mother-father sets,

eight daughter-mother pairs, and one daughter-father pair.
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When compared with the enrollment figures for Oregon State

University at large, the sample was found to be representa-

tive.
1

The subjects came primarily from intact homes in that

nearly all of the students had lived most of their lives

with their biological mother and father. Approximately

one-third of the subjects were first-born offspring. Most

of the sample (65%) came from home towns with populations

of less than 49,999 people; and with regard to religious

faith, the sample was basically Protestant in character.

The socio-economic level of each student's family

was determined by the use of a modified "Hollingshead Two

Factor Index of Social Position" which is based upon the

occupation and the level of education of the head of the

household (Hollingshead, 1957). For the purpose of this

study two broad socio-economic level categories were

identified: upper (upper-middle) and lower (lower-middle).

On this basis, 63 percent of the subjects came from upper-

middle or above socio-economic level homes. Fifty-four

percent of the families were considered to be college edu-

cated families based on the education level of either the

mother or the father.

1. See Appendix A.
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Procedure

Once selected, the sample of 168 freshman female stu-

dents was administered an attitude and value survey in

groups of approximately 50 students. At the same time,

each parent of every student in the sample was sent a

questionnaire along with a stamped, self-addressed return

envelope. Each parent was instructed to individually com-

plete the questionnaire without collaborating with the

other. A follow-up postcard was sent ten days after the

original mailing to those parents who had not returned a

completed questionnaire.

Identifying information was collected from the stu-

dents on a short biographical data form designed by, the

author. The student's age, academic major, home town size,

religion, birth order, and level of education and type of

occupation of each parent were obtained.

Terminal and instrumental values of students and

parents were measured by the Rokeach Value Survey, Form D,

whereas attitudes of students and parents were measured by

ten attitude items drawn from the Colorado State University

USRAS (University-Student Relationship Attitude Survey).

Data for each subject were recorded from coded com-

pleted questionnaires. Identification number, home town

size, religion, birth order, parents' education level, family

socio-economic level, and the 36i,rank=ordered values for
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each subject were recorded on an IBM card. A second IBM

card was used to record each subject's responses to the

attitude items. If any member of the daughter-mother-

father set was missing, it was indicated on the appropriate

card.

Instruments

Two instruments were used to collect data for this

study. 2 First, items from the Colorado State University

USRAS were used in the attitude survey section of the

questionnaire. Second, the Rokeach Value Survey was used

in the value survey section of the questionnaire. These

instruments are discussed in the following section in terms

of their development and purpose in the study.

University-Student Relationships

Attitude Survey (USRAS)

The USRAS was designed in 1965 by the Colorado State

University student personnel staff to assess attitudes in

sample populations toward University-student relationships

(Crookston, Keist, Miller, and Ivey, 1966). The original

instrument consisted of 64 Likert-type items which called

for responses of strongly agree, agree, no opinion, dis-

agree, or strongly disagree. The instrument was used to

2. See Appendix B.
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ascertain pre-and-post-test variance of students and

parents concerning University-student relationships. The

major areas of concern in the 1966 edition of the survey

were Student Conduct, Student Self-Government, Academic

Freedom, and Residence Hall Living Regulations.

The original instrument was revised during 1968, and

a panel consisting of four judges evaluated the items

according to their relevancy to current campus issues.

Further modifications occurred in 1969 when an additional

11 Likert-type items were added to the 1968 edition of

the scale. In the summer of 1968, and again in the spring

of 1969, freshman students and their parents were surveyed

using the instrument (Hurst, et al., 1969).

The 1968 edition and the 1969 edition of the USRAS

contained 49 attitudinal items in common. These were in-

spected for content commonality and categorized under the

following headings: Philosophies of Education, Academic

Freedom, Living Regulations for University Students,

Social Conduct, and Student Self-Government.

The attitudinal items used in this present study were

selected from the USRAS. It was believed that each atti-

tudinal item selected should reflect common concerns of

freshman students and their parents and should be of cur-

rent interest. The ten items selected to measure the

attitudes of students and their parents towards University-

student relationships fell into the categories of
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Student Self-Government, Student Social Conduct, and

Academic Freedom. Also, two additional items were added

concerning value differences,and the generation gap.

Rokeach Value Survey

The Rokeach Value Survey was developed in 1968 by

Milton Rokeach. The Survey provides a method for measuring

human values in terms of the importance of values as guid-

ing principles in an individual's life.

Rokeach (1968) distinguishes between two basic kinds

of values, those that are concerned with end-states of

existence (terminal values) and those that have to do with

modes of conduct (instrumental values). A terminal value

is defined as a belief that a certain end-state of exist-

ence (equality, a world at peace, etc.) is personally

worth striving for. An instrumental value, in contrast,

is defined as a belief that a certain mode of conduct

(honesty, ambition, etc.) is preferable in all situations

and in regard to all objects.

According to Rokeach, the identified terminal and

instrumental values are relatively enduring,and act as

standards for developing action and maintaining attitudes.

Further, he believes that instrumental values outnumber

terminal values and that both kinds underlie the many

thousands of attitudes which individuals possess.

The Rokeach instrument consists of 18 terminal values,
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end-states of existence, and 18 instrumental values, modes

of behavior or conduct. The respondent is instructed to

rankorder the 18 terminal values and the 18 instrumental

values (ends and means) along a dimension of the relative

importance of each of these values to himself.

Form D of the Rokeach Value Survey employs a gummed

label technique in which the values are listed in alpha-

betical order on gummed labels, and the subject is asked

to physically rearrange each value in order of preference

from 1 to 18. Form D has been successfully used with

respondents from 11 to 90 years of age. Rokeach's ongoing

research using this instrument has included samples of

policemen, unemployed whites and blacks, students, and an

unspecified number of other subjects (Robinson and Shaver,

1969).

Test-retest reliabilities have been obtained for each

of the values considered separately for time intervals

ranging from three to seven weeks. These reliabilities,

after seven weeks, were reported in the .60's for Form A,

the initial form composed of 12 terminal and 12 instru-

mental values. Test-retest reliabilities, after seven

weeks, were reported in the .70's for Form D, the final

version of the Survey using 18 terminal values and 18

instrumental values (Rokeach, 1968).

Concerning the validity of the instrument, Rokeach

(1968) has noted only predictive validity. He has cited
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some statistically significant findings concerning reli-

gious and political values. His research has found that

the rank-ordering of the terminal value salvation highly

predicts church attendance. Further, salvation was ranked

first among 12 terminal values by Lutheran ministers and

students in a Calvinist college, while Jewish students and

those expressing no religious preference typically ranked

salvation last.

A significant relationship was found to exist between

two distinctively political terminal values -- equality and

freedom -- and the individual's attitude toward civil

rights demonstrations. Those individuals who reported they

were sympathetic with and who had either participated in or

had not participated in civil rights demonstrations ranked

freedom first on the average and equality high, while those

who reported they, were unsympathetic toward civil rights

demonstrations ranked freedom second and equality second

to last.

Method of Data Analysis

The analysis of the value data for this study was

accomplished by means of PROGRAM VALUTEST, a tape overlay

system containing a series of computer routines designed

for use with data from the Rokeach Value Survey (Hollen,

1969). VALUTEST offers a fairly comprehensive series of

analysis routines, each addressed to a particular type
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of experimental question. Statistical tests used in the

series of routines were largely based on formulas taken

from Non-Parametric Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences

(Siegel, 1956). The routines used for analysis of the

value data were written to be used specifically with ranked

data in which the subjects are instructed to rank k objects

from 1 to k.

Two basic computer routines were used for the analysis

of value data in this study. The first, ROUTINE ONEWAY,

provided a means of determining differences and similari-

ties between groups, by performing tests of the signifi-

cance of the differences between the groups' value rankings

for each individual value. -Th 1s routine also provided a

test of significance for the value rankings of the student

subgroups as defined by the independent variables of birth

order, religion, etc,: ROUTINE ONEWAY uses the Kruskal-

Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks, a statistic

analogous to a one-way analysis of variance. This test

determines whether k independent samples are from different

populations, and, therefore, in this case, answered the

question of whether differences among the student and par-

ent groups were genuine population differences or whether

they represented chance variations. The H statistic de-

rived from the Kruskal-Wallis test is distributed as chi-

square with df=k-1 (Siegel, 1956).

The second computer routine, ROUTINE TWOWAY, uses a
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test ;analogous taa two-way analysis of variance and provided

a means to test the effect of each independent variable

(birth order, religion, etc.) and a test of the signifi-

cance of their interaction, for each of the dependent vari-

ables (values). Thus, as a non-parametric two-way analysis

of variance, ROUTINE TWOWAY provided a test which deter-.

mined the extent to which the rankings of each of the val-

ues was influenced by the independent variables and the

extent to which these various variables interacted or had

a differential effect which influenced the rankings of the

values (Wilson, 1956).

Statistical analysis of the attitude items concerning

University-student relationships was accomplished by cal-

culating means, standard deviations, and by analyzing the

data with a t-test. In order to facilitate analysis of the

data, numerical values of one through five were assigned to

the five attitude response positions with one for strongly

agree, two for agree, three for no opinion, four for dis-

agree, and five for strongly disagree, -Thup, forH'the.ten

items, a low mean score reflected a "liberal" or permissive

attitude, and a high mean score indicated a "conservative"

or restrictive attitude.

For student-parent group comparisons, the student was

paired with her own mother and father; and the t-value was

obtained by means of a paired t-test formula. For student

subgroup comparisons, the t-value was obtained by means
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of an unpaired t-test formula. All t-values were evalu-

ated by means of a two-tailed test of significance.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

The results of the analysis of the data are presented

in the order that the null hypotheses were considered in

this study. All hypotheses were tested at the .05 level

of significance. .Hypotheses concerned with values were re-

jected if differences were found on the median rankings of

three or more of the 18 values. Hypotheses concerned with

attitude items were rejected if differences were found on

two or more of the ten attitude statements.

The main objective of the study was to determine if

any differences existed between group median rank-orderings

of 18 terminal and 18 instrumental values by freshman women

students and their parents. As defined by Rokeach (1968),

a terminal value is a preferred end-state of existence;.

and an instrumental value is a belief that a certain mode

of conduct is personally preferable in all situations.

Together, the two sets of rankings on the rank-order pref-

erence scale define a subject's value system.

Differences in the rank-ordering of values between

the group of students and the group of parents, as well as

between student subgroups, were tested using the Kruskal-

'Wallis one-way analysis of variance. In additon, an analysis

Nfas conducted in order to test the effects of the inter-

action of the various independent variables and the
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significance of their interaction on each of the dependent

variables (values). This analysis was accomplished by

a statistical test analogous to a two-way analysis of

variance (Siegel, 1956, and Wilson, 1956).

Further, the study analyzed the degree of agreement

between freshman women students and their parents on atti-

tude statements concerning University-student relationships

as measured by the USRAS (1966). For student-parent group

comparisons on the attitude items, the student was paired

with her mother and father; and a t-value was obtained by

means of a paired t-test formula. For student subgroup

comparisons on the attitude items, the t-value was obtained

by means of an unpaired t-test formula.

Value Systems Analyses

Student-Parent Analysis: Terminal Values

Hypotheses 1 through 6 were concerned with measuring

the differences that may exist between the student group

and the parent group with regard to rank-ordered terminal

and instrumental values. The results of these analyses

are summarized below.

Hypothesis 1 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of terminal values between the group of

freshman female students and the group of mothers. As

indicated in Table 1, statistical significant differences
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Table 1. Students' and Mothers' Median Rankings of
Terminal, Values.

Terminal Values

A Comfortable Life

An Exciting Life

A Sense of Accomplishment

A World at Peace

A World of Beauty

Equality

Family Security

Freedom

Happiness

Inner Harmony

Mature Love

National Security

Pleasure

Salvation

Self-Respect

Social Recognition

True Friendship

Wisdom

Students
N = 161

Mothers
N = 160

Kruskal-
Wallis H

13.15 (14) 14.53 (16) 4.802*

13.06 (13) 13.18 (15) 1.909

9.27 (11) 7.61 (7) 3.716

5.09 (1) 6.35 (5) 1.092

10.82 (12) 12.04 (13) 5.351*

7.00 (6) 8.68 (9) 6.656**

8.72 (9) 3.35 (1) 88.249**

5.31 (2) 7.21 (6) 7.391**

6.38 (3) 8.34 (8) 9.723**

6.44 (5) 6.25 (4) 0.016

8.75 (10) 8.96 (10) 0.082

14.92 (17) 12.19 (14) 31.038**

13.92 (16) 15.62 (17) 22.584**

13.57 (15) 9.00 (11) 3.172

7.46 (8) 5.82 (3) 6.601*

16.51 (18) 15.78 (18) 1.655

6.39 (4) 9.29 (12) 47.255**

7.42 (7) 5.13 (2) 8.389**

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low
to high) is denoted by the number in parentheses.
The lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **p < .01
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in the group median rankings were found between the student

group and the mother group on 11 of the 18 terminal values

(end-states of existence). Thus, on the basis of these

findings, it was concluded that daughters and mothers dif-

fered significantly on the importance of the values family

security, true friendship, national security, pleasure,

happiness, wisdom, freedom, equality, self-respect, a world

of beauty, and a comfortable life. Looking at the values

on which there were significant differences, the data in

Table 1 show that the student group valued a comfortable

life, freedom, happiness, true friendship, equality, a

world of beauty, and.pleasure as end-states of existence

significantly more than did their mothers. The mothers

valued family security, wisdom, self- respect, and national

security as end-states of existence more than did their

offspring. Viewing all 18 terminal values, students val-

ued a world at peace first in contrast to family security

valued first by the mothers, and both groups valued social

recognition last. Therefore, on the basis that differences

were found on 11 of the 18 terminal values, Hypothesis 1

was rejected.

Hypothesis 2 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of terminal values between the group of

freshman female students and the group of fathers. 'The

findings relative to this hypothesis are found in Table 2

which presents a comparison of median rankings of the
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Table 2. Students' and Fathers' Median Rankings of
Terminal Values.

Terminal Values

A Comfortable Life

An Exciting Life

A Sense of Accomplishment

A World at Peace

A World of Beauty

Equality

Family Security

Freedom

Happiness

Inner Harmony

Mature Love

National Security

Pleasure

Salvation

Self-Respect

Social Recognition

True Friendship

Wisdom

Students
N = 161

Fathers
N = 153

Kruskal-
Wallis H

13.15 (14) 11.85 (12) 5.823*

13.06 (13) 11.09 (11) 5.116*

9.27 (11) 6.55 (5) 17.817**

5.09 (1) 9.94 (10) 20.208**

10.82 (12) 13.40 (15) 24.943**

7.00 (6) 12.28 (13) 43.089**

8.72 (9) 2.70 (1)117.566**

5.31 (2) 6.18 (4) 0.605

6.38 (3) 7.54 (6) 3.328

6.44 (5) 8.04 (7) 8.853**

8.75 (10) 8.84 (8) 0.108

14.92 (17) 12.69 (14) 24.520**

13.92 (16) 14.73 (16) 1.498

13.57 (15) 15.56 (18) 1.984

7.46 (8) 5.64 (2) 6.950**

16.51 (18) 14.97 (17) 7.750**

6.39 (4) 9.46 (9) 42.056**

7.42 (7) 6.13 (3) 3.715

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low
to high) is denoted by the number in parentheses.
The lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **P < 001
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terminal values for the student group and the father group.

Significant differences in rankings between the two groups

were found on 12 of the 18 values. Students ranked the

values equality, true friendship, a world of beauty, a

world at peace, and inner harmony as more important than

did their fathers and ranked the values family security,

national security, a sense of accomplishment, social rec2-

nition, self-respect, a comfortable life, and an exciting

life as less important than did their fathers. Overall,

students ranked the value a world at peace as most impor-

tant as an end-state of existence, and fathers ranked

family security as most important as an end-state of exist-

ence. Students ranked social recognition last, and fathers

ranked salvation last. Thus, since differences were found

on 12 of the 18 terminal values, Hypothesis 2 was rejected.

A comparison of the top nine terminal values listed

by students, mothers, and fathers is illustrated in Table

3. Of the top nine terminal values listed by the students,

the mothers did not include true friendship; and the

fathers did not include a world at peace and equality. In

place of these values, the mothers listed a sense of

accomplishment; and the fathers listed a sense of accom-

plishment and mature love. Thus, of the top nine values

listed by the students, the mothers listed seven and the

fathers listed six. A comparison of the terminal values

listed by the mothers and the fathers shows that the
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parents agreed, although with different rankings, on seven

of the nine terminal values listed in the top nine posi-

tions.

Table 3. Most Important Terminal Values for Students,
Mothers, and Fathers.

Students' Mothers' Fathers'
Terminal Values

N = 161
Terminal Values

N = 160
Terminal Values

N = 153

1) A World at Peace Family Security Family Security
2) Freedom Wisdom Self-Respect
3) Happiness Self-Respect Wisdom
4) True Friendship Inner Harmony Freedom
5) Inner Harmony A World at Peace A Sense of Accom.
6) Equality Freedom Happiness
7) Wisdom A Sense of Accom. Inner Harmony
8) Self-Respect Happiness Mature Love
9) Family Security Equality True Friendship

Hypothesis 3 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of terminal values between the group of

freshman female students and the group of parents. R

sponses of the student group and the total parent group are

found in Table 4. In regard to terminal values in which

there were significant differences, students ranked true

friendship, equality, a world of beauty, pleasure, a world

at peace, happiness, and freedom as more important as end-

states of existence than did the parent group. Parents

ranked family security, national security, a sense of

accomplishment, self-respect, wisdom, and social recogni-

tion as more important than did the student group. Stu-

dents valued a world at peace above all, while parents
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Table 4. Student Group and the Total Parent Group Median
Rankings of Terminal Values.

Terminal Values

A Comfortable Life

An Exciting Life

A Sense of Accomplishment

A World at Peace

A World of Beauty

Equality

Family Security

Freedom

Happiness

Inner Harmony

Mature Love

National Security

Pleasure

Salvation

Self-Respect

Social Recognition

True Friendship

Wisdom

Students
N = 161

Parents
N = 313

Kruskal-
Wallis H

13.15: <(14)' 13.27 (15) 0.017

13.06 (13) 12.24 (12) 0.260

9.27 (11) 7.19 (5) 12.615**

5.09 (1) 7.71 (7) 10.240**

10.82 (12) 12.71 (14) 17.824**

7.00 (6) 10.21 (11) 27.889**

8.72 (9) 3.02 (1) 137.100**

5.31 (2) 6.65 (4) 4.078*

6.38 (3) 7.97 (8) 8.149**

6.44 (5) 7.31 (6) 3.214

8.75 (10) 8.89 (9) 0.126

14.92 (17) 12.50 (13) 36.900**

13.92 (16) 15.21 (17) 11.915**

13.57 (15) 13.63 (16) 0.047

7.46 (8) 5.74 (3) 9.044**

16.51 (18) 15.44 (18) 5.514*

6.39 (4) 9.37 (10) 59.519**

7.42 (7) 5.62 (2) 7.766*

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low
to high) is denoted by the number in parentheses.
The lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **p < .01
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valued family security above all. Both students and par-

ents ranked social recognition last as a preferred end-

state of existence. Thus, the results of the analysis

showed that on 13 of the 18 terminal values there were

significant differences in median rankings between students

and parents; and on this basis, Hypothesis 3 was rejected.

The top nine terminal values as listed by the student

group and the parent group are found in Table 5. With the

exception of two terminal values listed by the students,

true friendship and equality, and two terminal values list-

ed by the parents, a sense of accomplishment and mature

love, identical terminal values were ranked in the upper

half of the scale by both students and their parents.

Table 5. Most Important Terminal Values for Students
and Parents.

Students'
Terminal Values

N = 161

Parents'
Terminal Values

N = 313

1) A World at Peace Family Security
2) Freedom Wisdom
3) Happiness Self-Respect
4) True Friendship Freedom
5) Inner Harmony A Sense of Accomplishment
5) Equality Inner Harmony
7) Wisdom A World at Peace
8) Self-Respect Happiness
9) Family Security Mature Love
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Student-Parent Anal sis: Instrumental Values

Hypothesis 4 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of instrumental values between the group

of freshman female students and the group of mothers.

Illustrated in Table 6 are the comparisons of median rank-

ings of the instrumental values (preferred modes of con-

duct) for the student group and the mother group. Signifi-

cant differences in rankings between the two groups were

found regarding the values responsible, broadminded, cheer-

ful, honest, courageous, imaginative, forgiving, self-

controlled, and helpful. Students ranked the instrumental

values broadminded, cheerful, imaginative, and helpful as

more important than did their mothers. and ranked the val-

ues responsible, honest, courageous, forgiving, and self-

controlled as less important than did their mothers. When

considering all 18 instrumental values, it can be seen

from the data in Table 6 that both daughters and mothers

ranked the value honest most highly as a mode of conduct

and the value obedient least highly as a mode of conduct.

Thus, on the basis of these findings, Hypothesis 4 was

rejected.

Hypothesis 5 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of instrumental values between the group

of freshman female students and the group of fathers.

Based on the analysis of the data presented in Table 7,
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Table 6. Students' and Mothers' Median Rankings of
Instrumental Values.

Instrumental Values
Students
N = 161

'Mothers
N ='160

Kruskal-
Wallis H

Ambitious 9.60 (8) 9.00 (7) 1.497

Broadminded 5.00 (3) 8.31 (5) 19.103**

Capable 10.55 (10) 9.64 (9) 1.321

Cheerful 6.95 (6) 9.69 (11) 11.255**

Clean 12.44 (15) 11.08 (13) 3.733

Courageous 10.95 (12) 9.00 (6) 8.057**

Forgiving 6.03 (5) 6.88 (4) 4.078*

Helpful 8.28 (7) 9.67 (10) 4.001*

Honest 2.92 (1) 1.97 (1) 9.657**

Imaginative 13.45 (17) 14.84 (17) 6.092*

Independent 9.78 (9) 10.75 (12) 1.804

Intellectual 11.57 (13) 11.93 (15) 1.350

Logical 12.15 (14) 13.20 (16) 0.468

Loving 4.77 (2) 5.81 (3) 0.210

Obedient 15.76 (18) 15.15 (18) 1.127

Polite 12.82 (16) 11.53 (14) 3.506

Responsible 5.80 (4) 4.14 (2) 21.272**

Self-Controlled 10.69 (11) 9.29 (8) 4.027*

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low
to high) is denoted by the number in parentheses.
The lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **p < .01
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Table 7. Students' and Fathers' Median Rankings of
Instrumental Values.

Instrumental Values
Students
N = 161

Fathers
N = 153

Kruskal-
Wallis H

Ambitious 9.60 (8) 5.94 (3) 23.876**

Broadminded 5.00 (3) 8.73 (7) 30.588**

Capable 10.55 (10) 7.27 (5) 22.894**

Cheerful 6.95 (6) 11.94 (14) 42.315**

Clean 12.44 (15) 11.44 (12) 4.132*

Courageous 10.95 (12) 7.13 (4) 28.635**

Forgiving 6.03 (5) 10.93 (11) 47.046**

Helpful 8.28 (7) 11.75 (13) 26.928**

Honest 2.92 (1) 2.23 (1) 4.530*

Imaginative 13.45 (17) 13.82 (17) 0.723

Independent 9.78 (9) 8.27 (6) 2.312

Intellectual 11.57 (13) 12.15 (15) 1.552

Logical 12.15 (14) 10.18 (10) 9.913**

Loving 4.77 (2) 9.00 (8) 28.033**

Obedient 15.76 (18) 14.85 (18) 3.771

Polite 12.82 (16) 12.24 (16) 0.373

Responsible 5.80 (4) 4.47 (2) 15.152**

Self-Controlled 10.69 (11) 10.15 (9) 2.228

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low
to high) is denoted by the number in parentheses.
The lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **p < .01
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it was found that the group of students differed from the

group of_fathers in value rankings on the values forgiving,

cheerful, broadminded, courageous, loving, helpful, ambi-

tious, capable, responsible, logical, honest, and clean.

With regard to the values on which significant differences

were found, students ranked the values forgiving, cheerful,

broadminded, loving, helpful, and honest as more important

than did their fathers and ranked the values courageous,

ambitious, capable, responsible, logical, and clean as

less important than did their fathers. Both students and

fathers ranked the value honest first and the value obedi-

ent last as preferred modes of conduct. Based on these

results, Hypothesis 5 was rejected.

A comparison of the top nine instrumental values

listed by students, mothers, and fathers can be found in

Table 8. Of the top nine instrumental values listed by the

students, the mothers did not include cheerful, helpful,

and independent; and the fathers did not include cheerful,

helpful, and forgiving. In place of these values, the

mothers listed courageous, self-controlled, and capable;

and the fathers listed courageous, capable, and self-con-

trolled. Consequently, of the top nine instrumental values

listed by the students, both the mothers and the fathers

listed six of the same values. Students, mothers, and

fathers ranked the instrumental value honest first and the

instrumental value obedient last.
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Table 8. Most Important Instrumental Values for Students,
Mothers, and Fathers.

Students' Mothers" Fathers'
Instr. Values

N = 161
Instr. Values
N = 160

Instr. Values
N = 153

1) Honest Honest Honest
2) Loving Responsible Responsible
3) Broadminded Loving Ambitious
4) Responsible Forgiving Courageous
5) Forgiving Broadminded Capable
6) Cheerful Courageous Independent
7) Helpful Ambitious Broadminded
8) Ambitious Self-Controlled Loving
9) Independent Capable Self-Controlled

Hypothesis 6 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of instrumental values between the group

of freshman female students and the group of parents. On

the basis of the differences indicated in Table 9, the

student group and the total parent group differed on the

importance assigned to 12 of the 18 instrumental values.

Students saw the instrumental values broadminded, cheerful,

forgiving, helpful, loving, and honest as more important

than did their parents and saw the instrumental values

responsible, courageous, ambitious, capable, clean, and

self-controlled as less important than did their parents.

Looking at all 18 values, both students and parents ranked

the instrumental value honest as the most important pre-

ferred mode of conduct and the instrumental value obedient

as the least important preferred mode of conduct. There-

fore, based on these findings, Hypothesis 6 was rejected.
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Table 9. Student Group and the Total Parent
Rankings of Instrumental Values.

Group Median

Instrumental Values
Students
N = 161

Parents
N = 313

Kruskal-
Wallis H

Ambitious 9.60 (8) 7.57 (4) 12.451**

Broadminded 5.00 (3) 8.58 (7) 32.692**

Capable 10.55 (10) 8.31 (6) 11.748**

Cheerful 6.95 (6) 10.91 (12) 32.438**

Clean 12.44 (15) 11.30 (13) 5.243*

Courageous 10.95 (12) 7.88 (5) 22.376**

Forgiving 6.03 (5) 8.98 (8) 26.294**

Helpful 8.28 (7) 10.80 (11) 17.244**

Honest 2.92 (1) 2.08 (1) 9.197**

Imaginative 13.45 (17) 14.38 (17) 3.675

Independent 9.78 (9) 9.83 (10) 0.011

Intellectual 11.57 (13) 12.02 (16) 1.935

Logical 12.15 (14) 11.42 (14) 2.028

Loving 4.77 (2) 7.46 (3) 11.046**

Obedient 15.76 (18) 15.00 (18) 3.007

Polite 12.82 (16) 11.91 (15) 2.057

Responsible 5.80 (4) 4.31 (2) 24.163**

Self-Controlled 10.69 (11) 9.70 (9) 4.086*

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low
to high) is denoted by the number in parentheses.
The lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **p < .01
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The findings illustrated in Table 10 show the most

important instrumental values for the group of students and

the group of parents. With the exception of three instru-

mental values listed by the students, cheerful, helpful,

and independent, and three instrumental values listed by

the parents, courageous, capable, and self-controlled,

identical instrumental values were ranked, although not in

the same order, in the top half of the scale by both stu-

dents and their parents.

Table 10. Most Important Instrumental Values for
Students and Parents.

Students'
Instrumental Values

N = 161

Parents'
Instrumental Values

N = 313

1) Honest Honest
2) Loving Responsible
3) Broadminded Loving
4) Responsible Ambitious
5) Forgiving Courageous
6) Cheerful Capable
7) Helpful Broadminded
8) Ambitious Forgiving
9) Independent Self-Controlled

Subgroup Analysis: Birth Order

Hypothesis 7 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of terminal values between the group of

first-born freshman female students and the group of later-

born freshman female students. Three differences at the
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.05 level were found in median rankings of terminal values

by first-born and later-born students. Differences were

found on the values a world at peace, ranked first by

later-born students and seventh by first-born students;

self-respect, ranked second by first-born students and

eighth by later-born students; and pleasure, ranked fif-

teenth by later-born students and sixteenth by first-born

students. First-born students ranked freedom first, where-

as later-born students ranked a world at pease first. Both

groups ranked social recognition last. A complete report

of these findings is illustrated in Table 11. Based on

these results, Hypothesis 7 was rejected.

Hypothesis 8 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of instrumental values between the group

of first-born freshman female students and the group of

later-born freshman female students. The analysis con-

cerned with the differences in median rankings of instru-

mental values by first-born students and later-born stu-

dents resulted in only one significant difference between

the two subgroups of students. The data in Table 12 show

that the Kruskal-Wallis test yielded an H value of 9.162,

significant at the .01 level, on the instrumental value

self-controlled. First-born students ranked self-con-

trolled seventh, while later-born students ranked it fif-

teenth. Both groups ranked honest first and obedient last.

Thus, Hypothesis 8 was not rejected.
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Table 11. Student Subgroup (Birth Order) Median Rankings
of Terminal Values.

Terminal Values

A Comfortable Life

An Exciting Life

A Sense of Accomplishment

A World at Peace

A World of Beauty

Equality

Family Security

Freedom

Happiness

Inner Harmony

Mature Love

National Security

Pleasure

Salvation

Self-Respect

Social Recognition

True Friendship

Wisdom

First-Born
N = 55

Later-Born
N = 106

Kruskal-
Wallis H

13.81 (15) 12.83 (14) 0.195

13.67 (14) 12.81 (13) 1.405

8.13 (8) 9.90 (11) 2.406

7.38 (7) 4.38 (1) 6.264*

10.60 (12) 10.94 (12) 0.026

9.00 (11) 6.40 (5) 2.061

8.88 (10) 8.67 (9) 0.064

4.63 (1) 5.64 (2) 0.431

6.86 (6) 6.00 (3) 0.052

6.00 (3) 6.67 (6) 0.173

8.63 (9) 8.80 (10) 0.028

15.08 (17) 14.87 (17) 0.172

14.89 (16) 13.50 (15) 4.086*

12.13 (13) 14.25 (16) 2.050

5.40 (2) B.05 (8) 5.149*

16.53 (18) 16.50 (18) 0.211

6.45 (4) 6.33 (4) 0.009

6.75 (5) 7.70 (7) 1.754

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low
to high) is denoted by the number in parentheses.
The lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **p < .01
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Table 12. Student Subgroup (Birth Order) Median Rankings
of Instrumental Values.

Instrumental Values
First-Born
N = 55

Later -BOrn
N = 106

Kruskal-,
Wallis H

Ambitious 10.25 (10) 9.30 (8) 0.179

Broadminded 4.44 (2) 5.20 (3) 0.306

Capable 10.38 (11) 10.63 (10) 0.045

Cheerful 6.67 (5) 7.07 (6) 0.013

Clean 14.00 (17) 12.28 (14) 0.152

Courageous 11.67 (12) 10.64 (11) 0.508

Forgiving 6.78 (6) 5.59 (4) 1.759

Helpful 9.92 (9) 7.70 (7) 2.960

Honest 3.60 (1) 2.77 (1) 0.567

Imaginative 13.25 (16) 13.64 (17) 0.072

Independent 9.00 (8) 10.30 (9) 1.106

Intellectual 12.57 (14) 11.36 (12) 0.002

Logical 12.33 (13) 12.07 (13) 0.057

Loving 5.42 (3) 4.36 (2) 1.624

Obedient 16.15 (18) 15.55 (18) 1.720

Polite 12.60 (15) 12.94 (16) 0.007

Responsible 5.92 (4) 5.72 (5) 0.102

Self-Controlled 7.44 (7) 12.50 (15) 9.162**

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low
to high) is denoted by the number in parentheses.
The lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **p < .01
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Subgroup Analysis: Religion

Hypothesis 9 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of terminal values between the groups of

freshman female students of Protestant, Catholic, or other

religious faiths. With regard to the student subgroups

which were defined on the basis of religion, differences

in the median rankings were found between Protestants,

Catholics, and other religious faiths on the values salva-

tion, a sense of accomplishment, and happiness. A differ-

ence in the median ranking was found at the .01 level for

the value salvation as it was ranked thirteenth by both

Protestants and Catholics and eighteenth, or last, by the

"other religion" group. This finding is of interest due

to the fact that the "other religion" group was largely

made up of students who indicated they had no formal re-

ligion. The terminal value a sense of accomplishment was

ranked fifth by the "other religion" group, ninth by Catho-

lics, and eleventh by Protestants. Happiness was ranked

first by the "other religion" group, fourth by Protestants,

and eighth by Catholics.

Concerning the 18 terminal values, Protestants ranked

freedom first, Catholics ranked a world at peace first,

and the "other religion" group ranked happiness first.

Protestants and Catholics ranked the terminal value social

recognition last, and the "other religion" group ranked
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salvation last. Therefore, Hypothesis 9 was rejected. A

complete report of the findings is found in Table 13.

Table 13. Student Subgroup (Religion) Median Rankings of
Terminal Values.

Terminal
Values

Protestants Catholics Other Relig. Kruskal-,.
N = 79 N = 36 N = 46 Wallis H

A Comf Life 13.00 (15) 14.17 (15) 12.36 (13) 2.317

An Exctg Life 12.38 (14) 13.67 (14) 13.50 (15) 2.173

Sense of Acc 9.86 (11) 9.00 (9) 7.17 (5) 8.395*

Wld at Peace 5.38 (2) 4.00 (1) 5.50 (2) 2.072

Wld of Beauty 10.85 (12) 10.00 (12) 11.50 (12) 1.391

Equality 7.00 (6) 5.25 (2) 8.17 (8) 0.567

Family Sec 8.38 (9) 9.10 (10) 8.70 (10) 0.477

Freedom 4.92 (1) 5.50 (4) 5.75 (3) 0.020

Happiness 6.43 (4) 7.50 (8) 4.50 (1) 6.774*

Inner Harmony 5.63 (3) 5.50 (3) 8.83 (11) 5.185

Mature Love 8.75 (10) 9.17 (11) 8.50 (9) 0.745

Natl Security 14.60 (17) 15.33 (17) 15.50 (16) 1.863

Pleasure 13.96 (16) 14.93 (16) 13.25 (14) 2.000

Salvation 11.80 (13) 11.50 (13) 16.83 (18) 13.459**

Self-Respect 7.71 (7) 7.17 (7) 7.50 (7) 1.340

Soc Recog 16.60 (18) 15.50 (18) 16.50 (17) 1.213

True Frndshp 6.56 (5) 6.00 (6) 6.61 (4) 0.423

Wisdom 8.13 (8) 6.00 (5) 7.50 (6) 2.303

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low to
high) is denoted by the number in parentheses. The
lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **p ( .01

Hypothesis 10 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of instrumental values between the groups

of freshman female students of Protestant, Catholic, or
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other religious faiths. One significant difference between

the defined religious subgroups was found on the median

ranking of the instrumental value forgiving. As illus-

trated in Table 14, Protestants ranked this value third,

Catholics ranked it fourth, and members of the "other

religion" group ranked it sixth.

Concerning all 18 instrumental values, Protestants

and the "other religion" group ranked honest first, while

Catholics ranked broadminded first. All three groups

ranked the instrumental value obedient last. Consequently,

Hypothesis 10 was not rejected.

Subgroup Analysis: Socio-Economic Level

Hypothesis 11 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of terminal values between the group of

freshman female students from lower socio-economic level

families and the group of freshman female students from

upper socio-economic level families. Based on family

socio-economic level, only one significant difference in

median rankings of terminal values was found for the stu-

dent subgroups. A Kruskal-Wallis H value of 5.662, which

was significant at the .05 level, was found between high

and low socio-economic level groups on the terminal value

salvation.

Students from higher socio-economic level families

ranked the value a world at peace as the most important
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Table 14. Student Subgroup (Religion) Median Rankings of
Instrumental Values.

Instrumental
Values

Protestants
N = 79

Catholias
N = 36

Other Rei:
N = 46

Ambitious 9.63 (9) 11.50 (13) 8.17' (7)

Broadminded 5.80 (4) 3.75 (1) 4.90 (2)

Capable 11.00 (11) 8.90 (8) 11.30 (12)

Cheerful 7.20 (6) 6.50 (6) 7.00 (5)

Clean 11.60 (12) 12.17 (15) 13.33 (16)

Courageous 12.00 (13) 9.50 (9) 9.00 (8)

Forgiving 5.43 (3) 5.00 (4) 7.25 (6)

Helpful 8.33 (7) 6.83 (7) 9.17 (9)

Honest 2.78 (1) 4.00 (2) 2.36 (1)

Imaginative 13.75 (17) 11.50 (12) 14.25 (17)

Independent 9.19 (8) 11.17 (11) 9.50 (11)

Intellectual 12.33 (15) 12.50 (16) 9.50 (10)

Logical 12.20 (14) 11.83 (14) 12.50 (15)

Loving 4.78 (2) 4.50 (3) 5.50 (3)

Obedient 15.78 (18) 14.83 (18) 16.06 (18)

Polite 12.86 (16) 13.17 (17) 12.17 (13)

Responsible 5.94 (5) 5.83 (5) 5.50 (4)

Self-Control 10.75 (10) 9.83 (10) 12.50 (14)

Kruskal-
Wallis H

2.472

4.186

3.219

0.252

0.632

1.712

10.008**

4.342

1.498

4.156

2.100

5.476

1.275

0.096

1.013

0.951

0.045

0.359

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low
to high) is denoted by the number in parentheses.
The lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **p < .01
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end-state of existence and the value social recognition as

the least important. In contrast, students from lower

socio-economic level families ranked the value freedom as

most important and concurred with the students from higher

socio-economic level families by ranking the value social

recognition last. Thus, on the basis of these findings,

Hypothesis 11 was not rejected. Table 15 shows the com-

plete terminal value rankings for these two subgroups of

students.

Hypothesis 12 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of instrumental values between the group

of freshman female students from lower socio-economic

level families and the group of freshman female students

from upper socio-economic level families. As was the case

with the median rankings of terminal values, only one sig-

nificant difference in median rankings was found with re-

gard to the instrumental values. The analysis showed the

median ranking of the instrumental value forgiving to be

different at the .05 level. The results, as illustrated

in Table 16, show that students from lower socio-economic

level families ranked the value forgiving third and that

students from higher socio-economic level families ranked

it fifth. Overall, both groups ranked the instrumental

value honest as the most important preferred mode of con-

duct and the value obedient as the least important pre

ferred mode of conduct. On the basis of these findings,
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Table 15. Student Subgroup (Family Socio-Economic Level)
Median Rankings of Terminal Values.

Terminal Values

Upper-Middle Lower-Middle
Students Students Kruskal-
N = 102 N = ,59 Wallis H

A Comfortable Life

An Exciting Life

A Sense of Accomplishment

A World at Peace

A World of Beauty

Equality

Family Security

Freedom

Happiness

Inner Harmony

Mature Love

National Security

Pleasure

Salvation

Self-Respect

Social Recognition

True Friendship

Wisdom

13.36 (14) 12.67 (14) 0.235

13.05 (13) 13.08 (15) 0.359

9.17 (11) 9.63 (11) 0.023

4.38 (1) 5.67 (2) 0.520

10.61 (12) 11.08 (13) 0.480

6.25 (4) 8.92 (10) 2.736

8.83 (9) 8.57 (9) 0.646

5.28 (2) 5.38 (1) 0.240

6.30 (5) 6.43 (5) 0.105

6.17 (3) 6.88 (6) 0.167

9.06 (10) 7.75 (8) 1.450

15.07 (17) 14.73 (17) 0.000

13.70 (15) 14.19 (16) 1.373

14.50 (16) 11.00 (12) 5.662*

7.25 (7) 7.71 (7) 0.060

16.50 (18) 16.54 (18) 0.124

6.50 (6) 6.14 (3) 0.815

7.93 (8) 6.20 (4) 0.001

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low
to high) is denoted by the number in parentheses.
The lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **p < .01
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Table 16. Student Subgroup (Family Socio-Economic Level)
Median Rankings of Instrumental Values.

Instrumental Values

Upper-Middle
student
N = 102

Lower-Middle
Students
N = 59

Kruskal-
Wallis H

Ambitious 9.21 (8) 10.33 (9) 0.053

Broadminded 4.41 (2) 6.00 (5) 3.073

Capable 10.61 (10) 10.40 (10) 0.012

Cheerful 6.93 (6) 7.00 (6) 0.004

Clean 13.33 (17) 11.13 (12) 2.904

Courageous 10.67 (12) 11.38 (13) 0.672

Forgiving 6.50 (5) 5.19 (3) 3.997*

Helpful 8.50 (7) 7.92 (7) 0.124*

Honest 3.23 (1) 2.29 (1) 2.396

Imaginative 13.30 (16) 13.75 (17) 0.035

Independent 9.67 (9) 10.00 (8) 1.313

Intellectual 10.93 (13) 12.69.(16) 1.359

Logical 12.21 (14) . 12.00 (14) 0.236

Loving 4.83 (3) 4.63 (2) 0.042

Obedient 15.75 (18) 15.78 (18) 0.013

Polite 12.90 (15) 12.63 (15) 0.056

Responsible 5.77 (4) 5.88 (4) 0.022

Self-Controlled 10.67 (11) 10.75 (11) 0.026

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low
to high) is denoted by the number in parentheses.
The lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05
**p <.01
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Hypothesis 12 was not rejected.

Subgroup Analysis: Parents' Level of Education

Hypothesis 13 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of terminal values between the group of

freshman female students with college-educated parents and

the group of freshman female students with non-college-

educated parents. As the findings in Table 17 show, no

significant differences in median rankings of terminal val-

ues were found between freshman female students with col-

lege-educated parents and freshman female students with

non-college-educated parents. Overall, median rankings on

all of the terminal values were similar between the two

groups. Both groups of students ranked a world at peace

first and social recognition last. Therefore, Hypothesis

13 was not rejected.

Hypothesis 14 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of instrumental values between the group of

freshman female students with college-educated parents and

the group of freshman female students with non-college-

educated parents. Only one difference was found with re-

gard to the median rankings of instrumental values by stu-

dents with college-educated parents and students with non-

college-educated parents. The instrumental value clean

was found to have a median ranking significantly different

between the two groups at the .01 level. Both groups of
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Table 17. Student Subgroup (Parents' Education Level)
Median-Rankings of Terminal Values.

Terminal Values
Non-Col.-Educated Col.-Educated Kruskal-

Parents Parents Wallis H
N = 73 N = 88

A Comf Life 12.27 (13) 13.83 (16) 3.229

An Exciting Life 13.42 (15) 12.86 (13) 1.619

A Sense of Accom 9.92 (11) 8.67 (10) 1.741

A World at Peace 5.31 (1) 4.50 (1) 0.001

A World of Beauty 11.19 (12) 10.25 (.12) 0.695

Equality 6.75 (6) 7.17 (6) 0.216

Family Security 8.89 (10) 8.50 (9) 0.211

Freedom 5.44 (2) 5.10 (2) 1.639

Happiness 6.19 (4) 6.61 (5) 0.481

Inner Harmony 7.00 (7) 5.93 (3) 0.457

Mature Love 7.63 (8) 9.28 (11) 1.342

National Security 14.73 (17) 15.20 (17) 0.997

Pleasure 14.09 (16) 13.64 (14) 1.287

Salvation 13.00 (14) 13.67 (15) 0.385

Self-Respect 7.71 (9) 7.28 (7) 0.095

Social Recognition 16.65 (18) 16.25 (18) 0.326

True Friendship 6.32 (5) 6.50 (4) 0.001

Wisdom 6.13 (3) 8.17 (8) 1.348

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low to
high) is denoted by the number in parentheses. The
lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **p < .01
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students ranked the instrumental value honest first and

the instrumental value obedient last. On the basis of

these findings, Hypothesis 14 was not rejected. A complete

listing of the values concerning, this hypothesis can be

found in Table 18.

Subgroup Analysis: Home Town Size

Hypothesis 15 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of terminal values between the group of

freshman female students from small home towns and the

group of freshman female students from large home towns.

No significant differences in median rankings of terminal

values were found between students from small home towns

and students from large home towns, as similarities in

value rankings existed between both groups. Students from

large home towns ranked the terminal value freedom first,

and students from small home towns ranked the terminal val-

ue a world at peace first. Both groups of students ranked

the terminal value social recognition last. Thus, based

on the data presented in Table 19, Hypothesis 15 was not

rejected.

Hypothesis 16 stated that there are no differences on

median rankings of instrumental values between the group

of freshman female students from small home towns and the

group of freshman female students from large home towns.

As illustrated in Table 20, significant differences were
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Table 18. Student Subgroup (Parents' Education Level)
Median Rankings of Instrumental Values.

Instrumental
Values

Non- Col.- Educated
Parents
N = 73

Col.-Educated
Parents
N = 88

1<ruskal-
Wallis H

Ambitious 8.75 (8) 10.17 (10) 0.681

Broadminded 5.60 (3) 4.40 (2) 2.472

Capable 9.71 (10) 11.10 (12) 2.879

Cheerful 8..57 (7) 6.36 (6) 2.049

Clean 10.88 (11) 13.75 (17) 7.348**

Courageous 10.92 (12) 11.00 (11) 0.000

Forgiving 6.06 (4) 6.00 (5) 0.008

Helpful 8.43 (6) 8.17 (7) 1.595

Honest 3.40 (1) 2.63 (1) 0.140

Imaginative 13.40 (17) 13.50 (16) 0.001

Independent 9.25 (9) 10.07 (9) 0.070

Intellectual 11.20 (13) 12.17 (13) 0.002

Logical 11.44 (14) 12.50 (14) 0.088

Loving 4.80 (2) 4.75 (3) 0.000

Obedient 15.64 (18) 15.83 (18) 0.052

Polite 13.08 (16) 12.63 (15) 0.073

Responsible 6.08 (5) 5.61 (4) 0.146

Self-Controlled 12.20 (15) 9.79 (8) 0.893

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low to
high) is denoted by the number in parentheses. The
lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p < .05 **p < .01
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Table 19. Student Subgroup (Home Town Size) Median
Rankings of Terminal Values.

Terminal Values
Small Large Kruskal-

Home Town Home Town Wallis H
N = 105 N = 56

A Comfortable Life

An Exciting Life

12.92 (15) 13.50 (14) 0.001

12.85 (14) 13.58 (15) 0.079

A Sense of Accomplishment 9.44 (11) 8.83 (10) 1.317

A World at Peace 4.69 (1) 6.00 (3) 1.345

A World of Beauty 11.31 (12) 9.50 (12) 1.098

Equality 6.35 (4) 8.50 (9) 0.362

Family Security 8.96 (10) 8.00 (7) 1.913

Freedom 5.35 (2) 5.17 (1) 0.274

Happiness 6.56 (5) 5.50 (2) 1.466

Inner Harmony 6.25 (3) 6.75 (5) 1.022

Mature Love 8.55 (9) 9.50 (11) 1.357

National Security 14.86 (17) 15.07 (16) 0.128

Pleasure 14.07 (16) 13.30 (13) 0.627

Salvation 12.38 (13) 15.83 (17) 1.997

Self-Respect 7.05 (7) 8.00 (8) 0.047

Social Recognition 16.52 (18) 16.50 (18) 0.160

True Friendship 6.71 (6) 6.04 (4) 0.253

Wisdom 7.60 (8) 7.30 (6) 0.007

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low to
high) is denoted by the number in parentheses. The
lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p ( .05 **p < .01
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Table 20. Student Subgroup (Home Town Size)
Rankings of Instrumental Values.

Median

Instrumental Values
Small

Home Town
=.-.105

Large
Home Town
N = 56

Kruskal-
Wallis H

Ambitious 9.63 (8) 9.50 (10) 0.060

Broadminded 5.36 (4) 3.50 (1) 2.494

Capable 10.18 (9) 11.30 (13) 0.771

Cheerful 6.81 (6) 7.50 (6) 0.476

Clean 12.81 (16) 11.17 (12) 2.626

Courageous 11.38 (12) 10.67 (11) 0.148

Forgiving 5.25 (3) 7.17 (5) 8.573**

Helpful 7.95 (7) 8.83 (8) 0.038

Honest 2.55 (1) 4.00 (2) 2.971

Imaginative 13.00 (17) 14.64 (17) 1.700

Independent 10.67 (10) 8.25 (7) 3.067

Intellectual 11.25 (11) 12.50 (14) 0.009

Logical 11.78 (14) 13.00 (16) 0.092

Loving 4.29 (2) 5.75 (3) 1.716

Obedient 15.62 (18) 16.13 (18) 0.523

Polite 12.78 (15) 12.90 (15) 0.055

Responsible 5.56 (5) 6.17 (4) 0.159

Self-Controlled 11.40 (13) 9.00 (9) 4.238*

Note: In each column the rank-order of each median (low to
high) is denoted by the number in parentheses. The
lower the median, the higher the relative value.

*p 4, .05 **p < .01
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found to exist in the median rankings on two of the 18

instrumental values as rank-ordered by students from small

home towns and students from large home towns. It was

found that a difference at the .05 level occurred in the

median ranking of the instrumental value self-controlled

and that a difference at the .01 level existed between

these two groups on the instrumental value forgiving.

Students from large home towns ranked the value self-con-

trolled ninth, whereas students from small home towns

ranked it thirteenth. The value forgiving was ranked third

by students from small home towns and fifth by students

from large home towns. Students from small home towns

ranked the instrumental value honest first, whereas stu-

dents from large home towns ranked the instrumental value

broadminded first. Both groups ranked the instrumental

value obedient last. Thus, on the basis of these findings,

Hypothesis 16 was not rejected.

Student Subgroup Interaction Analysis

Though not specifically stated in hypothesis form, a

number of statistical treatments were conducted in order to

test the effects of the interaction of the various inde-

pendent variables and the significance of their interaction

on each of the dependent variables (values). This anal-

ysis was accomplished by the employment of a statistical

test analogous to a two-way analysis of variance which
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checked for interaction between all possible pairs of in-

dependent variables (Wilson, 1956). Regarding, the inter-

action of the variables birth order and parents' level of

education, no significant differences were found for the

interaction effect on the rankings of terminal values.

Therefore, it was concluded that no interaction occurs be-

tween the variables of birth order and parents' level of

education with respect to terminal values.

However, three differences were found for the inter-

action effect of birth order and parents' level of educa-

tion with regard to the ranking of instrumental values.

Therefore, it was concluded that the interaction of the

two independent variables of birth order and parents' level

of education effected the importance that the student group

assigned to the instrumental values capable (6.573, 1,

p S.05), helpful (4.342,.1, p , and polite (4.838,

1,

Significant interaction effects were found when iso-

lating the independent variables home town size and birth

order for the terminal value a comfortable life (5.181,4,

p < .05) and the instrumental value polite (4.167,1',

p < .05). Thus, the independent variables home town size

and birth order significantly influenced the rankings of

the dependent variables a comfortable life and polite.

The results of the test- to determine whether the

independent variables of home town size and religion
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influenced the rankings of values showed that a significant

interaction effect existed for the terminal value a com-

fortable life (6.466,. 2; pg.05) and the instrumental value

logical (8.906,. 2, p4.05) .

Two significant interaction effects were found for the

terminal value wisdom (6.078,.1i pg.05) and the instru-

mental value obedient (5.150,: pg.05) when the independ-

ent variables home town size and parents' level of educa-

tion were analyzed. Therefore, the interaction of the

variables home town size and parents' education level in-

fluenced the importance that the student group assigned to

the values wisdom and obedient.

Three significant effects were found with regard to

the interaction of the independent variables home town size

and family socio-economic level. The rankings of the two

terminal values national security (5.311,_1, pg.05), and

salvation (4.175, 1, pg.05), and the instrumental value

obedient (4.297, 1; pg.05) were influenced by these two

independent variables.

Two significant interaction effects were found with

regard to the interaction of the independent variables

religion and birth order. These two independent variables

influenced the rankings of the terminal value inner harmony

(6.663,:2, pg.05) and the instrumental value self-confi-

dence (6.171, 2,, pg.05).

Only one interaction effect was found for the
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interaction of the independent variables religion and

family socio-economic level. The interaction effect was

significant on the terminal value national security

(4.048, 2, p11;.05). However, no significant interaction

effects were found on any of the instrumental values.

No significant interaction was found to take place on

the terminal values for the independent variables religion

and parents' level of education. However, two significant

results were found for the interaction effect on the in-

strumental values broadminded (7.496,. 2, p14...05) and cheer-

ful (8.551,''2, ip.05). Therefore, the interaction of the

two independent variables religion and parents' level of

education influenced the importance the student group

assigned to these two values.

The results of the test for interaction between the

independent variables of birth order and family socio-

economic level showed that these variables had no influence

on the students' rankings of either terminal or instru-

mental values.

The independent variables of parents' level of educa-

tion and family socio-economic level influenced the ranking

of the terminal values equality (4.651,.13 p.4.05) and

national security (4.769,:1, p...05). Similarly, these two

independent variables interacted to influence the ranking

of the instrumental values honest (4.882, 1, ip.05) and

responsible (4.243, 1, pg.05).
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Value Analyses Summary

The results of the analyses conducted on the rankings

of terminal and instrumental values (Hypotheses 1-16)

yielded a number of significant results. Although both

students and parents selected similar values in the top

half of both the terminal and instrumental value scales,

the groups generally differed in the importance that each

assigned to the values as end-states of existence and as

preferred modes of conduct. When viewing the results of

the tests between the student subgroups, a number of sig-

nificant differences were found on the median rankings of

both sets of values.

A number of tests were conducted in order to examine

the extent to which the rankings of the terminal values and

the instrumental values were influenced by the independent

variables. While a number of significant interaction ef-

fects were found, no consistent patterns were apparent.

Attitude Analyses

A total of ten Likert-type attitude items concerning

the various types of relationships a university could have

with its students were used to measure attitudes of fresh-

man female students and their parents. The ten items fell

into the categories of Student Self-Government, Student

Social Conduct, and Academic Freedom. Numerical values of
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one through five were assigned to the five attitude re-

sponse positions with the numerical value one assigned to

"strongly agree" and the numerical value five assigned to

"strongly disagree." Thus, for each item, a low mean score

reflected a "liberal" attitude; and a high mean score indi-

cated a "conservative" attitude towards the attitude state-

ment. A paired two-tailed t-test was used to determine

significant differences between the groups, and an unpaired

two-tailed t-test was used to test differences between stu-

dent subgroups.

Student-Parent Attitude Analysis

Hypothesis 17 stated that there are no differences in

attitudes between the group of freshman female students

and the group of mothers concerning University-student

relationships. No significant differences were found be-

tween the students and their mothers with regard to the ten

attitude items concerning the kind of relationships the

University could have with its students. As seen from the

data in Table 21, few differences existed in mean scores

between the group of students and the group of mothers.

Based on these results, Hypothesis 17 was not rejected.

Hypothesis 18 stated that there are no differences in

attitudes between the group of freshman female students and

the group of fathers concerning University-student rela-

tionships. No significant differences were found between
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the group of students and the group of fathers regarding

the ten attitude items. The t-scores on the attitude items

were similar to those found in the comparison of the stu-

dents' responses with the mothers' responses. Further, as

illustrated in Table 21, few differences existed in mean

scores between the students and their fathers. Thus,

Hypothesis 18 was not rejected.

Hypothesis 19 stated that there are no differences in

attitudes between the group of freshman female students and

the group of parents regarding University-student relation-

ships. The responses on each attitude item of the total

student group as compared to the responses of the total

parent group concerning University-student relationships

also yielded no significant differences. Therefore,_

Hypothesis 19 was not rejected Table 21Hehows 'the mean

sore comparison of the total studentgroupand the total

parent group.

Student Subgroup Attitude Analysis

Hypotheses 20 through 24 were concerned with attitude

differences between defined subgroups of students. It was

intended that such analyses would assist in identifying

whether the factors of birth order, religion, family socio-

economic level, parents' education level, and home town

size influenced the attitudes held by students. An un-

paired two-tailed t-test was used in the statistical
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Table 21. A Comparison of Mean Scores for the Student and Parent
Groups on Attitude Items -Concerning University-
Student Relationships.

Attitude
Items

Total
Students'
Mean Value
N = 161

Mothers'
Mean Value
N = 160

Fathers'
Mean Value
N = 153

Total
Parents'
Mean Value
N = 313

1 2.54 2.59 2.46 2.52
2 2.36 2.36 2.36 2.36
3 2.54 2.74 2.60 2.67
4 2.71 2.85 2.65 2.75
5 2.48 2.52 2.36 2.44
6 3.16 3.01 3.00 3.00
7 2.04 2.09 1.91 2.00
8 3.11 3.16 2.93 3.04
9 3.57 3.58 3.44 3.51

10 2.34 2.34 2.11 2.22

Note: Numerical values placed on responses: Strongly Agree = 1.0;
Agree = 2.0; No Opinion = 3.0; Disagree = 4.0;
Strongly Disagree = 5,0

Items

1. Students should establish their own judiciary bodies to dis-
cipline students.

2. Students should be allowed to participate in peaceful
activist demonstrations or assemblies.

3. University Health Center physicians should make birth con-
trol methods available to any student who requests them.

4. The social behavior of the student is his own responsibility
and not the University's.

5. Books written by communists should be available in the
University library.

6. Beer should be available in the O.S.U. Student Union for
students who are legally entitled to drink it.

7. University instructors should teach in areas that might
conflict with the political beliefs of the student and his
parents.

8. Exposure of students to individuals who advocate principles
opposed to our democratic way of life is a sound educa-
tional practice.

9. Students should be allowed to govern themselves only under
University supervision.

10. Students should participate in important University
decisions.



treatment for the analysis of these hypotheses.

Subgroup Analysis: Birth Order

Hypothesis 20 stated that there are no differences in

attitudes between the group of first-born freshman female

students and the group of later-born freshman female stu-

dents concerning University-student relationships. Three

significant t-scores at the .05 level were found in the

comparison of first-born student responses and later-born

student responses on the attitude items. Mean scores

showed later-born student attitudes to be slightly more

liberal on attitude items one and five. First-born stu-

dents were found to hold more liberal attitudes on attitude

item ten. On this basis, Hypothesis 20 was rejected.

Subgroup Analysis: Religion

Hypothesis 21 stated that there are no differences in

attitudes between the groups of freshman female students

of Protestant, Catholic, or other religious faiths concern-

ing University-student relationships. A number of signifi-

cant t-scores were found in the comparison of responses on

the attitude items when analyzing the subgroup based on

the students' religion. Two significant differences at the

.05 level were noted in the comparison of attitudes between

Protestant and Catholic students. Differences were found

on attitude items three and four on which mean scores
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indicated the Protestant group to be more liberal. No

significant differences were found in the analysis of

Protestant students versus students of "other religions."

In the analysis of Catholic students versus students of

"other religions," significant differences were also found

on attitude items three and four. On both items, the mean

scores indicated that the "other religion" group was more

liberal than the Catholic group. Hypothesis 21 was, there-

fore, rejected.

Subgroup Analysis: Family Socio-Economic Level

Hypothesis 22 stated that there are no differences in

attitudes between the group of freshman female students

from lower socio-economic level families and the group of

freshman female students from upper socio-economic level

families concerning University-student relationships.

Regarding the comparison of responses' of students from

lower socio-economic level families and students from upper

socio-economic level families, only one significant t-value

was found. Mean scores showed students from upper socio-

economic level families to be slightly more liberal in

their attitudes concerning attitude item number five.

Consequently, Hypothesis 22 was not rejected.

Subgroup Analysis: Parents' Level of Education

Hypothesis 23 stated that there are no differences in
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attitudes between the group of freshman female students

with college-educated parents and the group of freshman

female students with non-college-educated parents concern-

ing University-student relationships. No differences on

the attitude items were found between students with non-

college-educated parents and students with college-educated

parents. Therefore, on the basis of the findings, Hypothe-

sis 23 was not rejected.

Subgroup Analysis: Home Town Size

Hypothesis 24 stated that there are no differences in

attitudes between the group of freshman female students

from small home towns and the group of freshman female

students from large home towns concerning University-stu-

dent relationships. Two significant t-scores at the .05

level were found on attitude items one and three when re-

sponses of students from small home towns were compared

with responses of students from large home towns. Mean

scores indicated that students from small towns were more

liberal in their attitudes on item one and less liberal on

item three than students from large home towns. As a re-

sult, Hypothesis 24 was rejected.

Student-Parent Perceptions of Value Differences

Two additional items in the questionnaire surveyed

the students' and the parents' expressed feelings on
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student and parent value differences. Results of these two

items are summarized in Tables 22 and 23. The data in

Table 22 show that the perceptions of students and parents

regarding value differences are similar. However, a

slightly greater percent of students than parents perceived

value differences to be great. Most members of both groups

believed that value differences were either moderate or

slight. The data in Table 23 show that about an equal per-

cent of both groups perceived that either no generation gap

existed or that a moderate one existed. However, a majori-

ty of both students and parents felt a small generation gap

existed.

Table 22. Subjects' Responses to the Question: Overall,
would you say that differences between your
values and those of your daughter/parents are
great, moderate, slight, or nonexistent?

Degree of
Difference

Total Students
N= 161

Per cant
Mothers Fathers
N= 160 N = 153

Total Parents
N= 313

Great 6% 2% 3% 3%

Moderate 42 32 42 37

Slight 50 60 54 57

Nonexistent 2 6 1 3
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Table 23. Subjects' Responses to the Question: Concerning
a generation gap between yourself and your
daughter/parents, do you feel that there is a
large gap, a moderate gap, a small gap, or
no gap?

Size of
Gap

Total Students
N = 161

Percent
Mothers Fathers
N = 160 N = 153

Total Parents
N = 313

Large 4% 2% 2% 2%

Moderate 22 22 27 24

Small 51 53 52 53

None 23 23 19 21

Attitude Analyses Summary

In the analysis of the responses by students and par-

ents on the attitude section of the study, it was found

that no differences in attitudes existed between the two

groups with regard to University-student relationships.

Both students and parents tended to exhibit "liberal," non-

restrictive attitudes on seven of the ten attitude items

and were undecided or held no opinion on the remaining

three items. Regarding the results of the t-tests on the

responses of various student subgroups, some significant

differences in responses were found; however, no patterns

were apparent.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to identify the values

held by female students and their parents. Further, it was

intended that the findings of the research would contribute

to a better understanding of intergenerational differences.

The sample was drawn from the 1971-72 Oregon State

University freshman class and initially included 168 fresh-

man female students and their parents. Of this total, 161

students returned usable questionnaires for a 96 ,;percent

return rate-. The sample included 152 complete daughter-

mother-father sets, eight daughter-mother pairs, and one

daughter-father pair. The sample was representative of

the Oregon State University freshman female student popu-

lation.

Two sources were utilized in gathering data for this

study. Student and parent values were measured by the

Rokeach Value Survey, form D; whereas attitudes of students

and parents were measured by ten attitude items drawn from

the USRAS (1966). In addition, identifying information was

collected from each student on a short biographical data

form.

A series of statistical tests was performed on the

data in order to test the 24 null hypotheses. Statistical

analysis of the attitude items concerning
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University-student relationships was accomplished by anal-

yzing the data by means of a paired t-test formula and an

unpaired t-test formula.

Two basic computer routines were used for.the analysis

of value data. The first routine, analogous to a one-way

analysis of variance, provided a means of testing the sig-

nificance of differences in median rankings of values be-

tween the student group and the parent group. This analy-

sis also provided a'means of testing the, significance

of value rankings between student subgroups. Further, a

second computer routine, analogous to a two-way analysis

of variance, provided a test which determined the extent

to which various independent variables interacted and in-

fluenced the ranking, of the dependent variables (values).

Discussion

Student-Parent Terminal Values

Significant differences were found on 11 of the 18

terminal values in the daughter-mother comparisons, on 12

of the 18 terminal values in the daughter-father compari-

sons, and on 13 of the 18 terminal values in the student-

parent comparisons.

An examination of the data revealed that students

valued a world at peace above all and did not rank the

value national security as highly as did their parents.
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Considering the length of time the Vietnam War has been

waged and the impact of this War upon the nation's young,

it might be expected that world peace would be of prime

importance to the student group. Further, this finding

coincides with the views of those authors who maintain that

the present generation differs from most members of the

parents' generation on the issue of peace and international

understanding (Mead, 1965; Klein, 1969; Michener, 1969;

Yankelovich, 1969; Elkind, 1970; McDonald, 1970; Brown,

1971; and Haan, 1971).

The analysis of the rankings of other terminal values

showed the values freedom, happiness, true friendship, and

inner harmony to be of prime importance to the students.

These findings support the theories of Erikson (1956) and

Keniston (1968) who maintain that during the period of late

adolescence there occurs a search for identity, independ-

ence, and meaningful personal relationships.

Turning to the parents, it is not surprising to find

that they ranked family security as the most important end-

state of existence. Further, due to the period of human

development that members of the parent group are experi-

encing, it could be also anticipated that they would highly

value wisdom, self-respect, a sense of accomplishment,

inner harmony, happiness, and mature love.
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Student-Parent Instrumental Values

Regarding the instrumental values, significant differ-

ences were found on nine of the 18 instrumental values in

the daughter-mother comparisons, on 12 of the 18 instru-

mental values in the daughter-father comparisons, and on

12 of the 18 instrumental values in the student-parent com-

parisons. The instrumental value honest was ranked high-

est, and the instrumental value obedient was ranked lowest

by both groups as preferred modes of conduct.

However, as was the case with terminal values, similar

instrumental values were ranked in the top half of the

scale. This result supports the work of Fredrickson

(1967); Hadden (1969); Offer (1969); Troll, Neugarten, and

Kraines (1969); and Ward, Rivers, and Forest (1969) who

believe that honesty, responsibility, ambition, and inter-

est in the welfare of others (loving, helpful, and forgiv-

i25) are modes of conduct valued by today's youth.

Student-Parent Value S,stems

The complexity of the findings makes the interpreta-

tion of the results difficult. The study provided support

for those writers who maintain that differences in values

exist between American youth and their parents (Mead, 1965;

Crookston, et al., 1966; Feuer, 1969b; Michener, 1969;

Toynbee, 1969; Yankelovich, 1969; and Haan, 1971).
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Significant differences in rank-orderings existed between

the student group and the parent group on over half of the

36 terminal values and instrumental values.

However, the results also indicated that while sig-

nificant differences were found on the hierarchical ar-

rangement of the values, both students and parents listed

similar values in the top half of the two value scales.

Thus, the results likewise supported the findings of

Fredrickson (1967); Ward, Rivers, and Forest (1969); Offer

(1969); Roper Research Associates (1969); and Life magazine

(1971) who have found that today's young people have been

successfully socialized into the American social system.

With respect to the specific issue of whether inter-

generational differences existed between the group of stu-

dents and the group of parents, the statistical analysis

showed that a large number of differences existed in the

relative importance that each group assigned to the values.

On the other hand, as a result of both groups listing

similar values in the top half of each scale, it appeared

that the traditional American values of honesty, responsi-

bility, ambition, peace, freedom, friendship, and equality

have been transmitted by the parents to their offspring.

With these contradictions in mind, the following con-

clusion was drawn. Although differences between the stu-

dents and the parents occurred in the ordering of the val-

ues, the relative positions of the top nine values in the
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value hierarchy were highly similar for both groups.

Further, neither students nor parents perceived the magni-

tude of value differences between the two groups to be

great; and few believed that a generation gap existed.

Consequently, it was concluded that both the students and

the parents possessed similar value systems and that inter-

generational differences between the groups were relatively

small.

Student Subgroup Values

In order to isolate those variables which might in-

fluence the values of an individual, tests were conducted

on the ranking of values by various student subgroups.

From these tests, a number of differences in median rank-

ings of values between subgroups were found. No definitive

conclusions concerning these differences were drawn due to

their diversity. However, the results were of interest

when compared with those of similar studies.

Birth Order

Significant differences were found on only four of

the 36 terminal and instrumental values when first-born

and later-born student value rankings were compared.

First-born students ranked the terminal value freedom

first, whereas later-born students ranked the terminal

value a world at peace first, and both groups ranked
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social recognition last. Both groups ranked the instru-

mental values honest first and obedient last.

Regarding the terminal values, the first-born stu-

dents ranked a world at peace seventh as did the parent

group. The value pleasure was ranked sixteenth by first-

born students and seventeenth by parents, and the value

self-respect was ranked second by first-born students and

third by parents. Concerning the instrumental value self-

controlled, first-born students ranked it sevenths, and

parents ranked it fifteenth. Therefore, to a limited ex-

tent, the results support the birth-order research of

Rosen (1961), Rossi (1965), and MacDonald (1969) in that

where differences were found between first-born and later-

born students, first-born value rankings were generally

more similar to the parents' rankings.

Religious Affiliation

Few significant differences on the 36 terminal and

instrumental values were found between the three subgroups

defined on the basis of religion. A partial explanation

for this result may lie in the fact that Protestantism and

Catholicism as currently practiced in the United States are

more similar than dissimilar. In short, regardless of a

person's religious affiliationleach individual might base

religious values and attitudes on a basically similar

Christian ethic.
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Concerning the terminal values, Protestant students

ranked freedom first, Catholic students ranked a world at

peace first, and students in the "other religion" group

ranked happiness first. With regard to the instrumental

values, Protestants and members of the "other religion"

group ranked honest first, while Catholics ranked broad-

minded first. This is an interesting finding since it is

often held that Catholicism is dogmatic in nature and does

not encourage broadmindedness among its members. All three

groups listed the value obedient as least important.

These findings conflict to an extent with the beliefs

of Jacob (1957) and Klein (1969) who have suggested that

American youth have expressed a need for religion and sal-

vation in their lives. Although the students apparently

value the moral virtues of peace and honesty, all three

student subgroups placed little importance on the value

salvation as an end-state of existence. Salvation was

ranked thirteenth by both Protestants and Catholics, and

eighteenth, or last, by members of the "other religon"

group which was largely made up of students who indicated

they practiced no formal religion. Thus, this finding not

only supports the validity of the Rokeach Instrument, but

also supports the writings of Mogar (1964) and Feldman and

Newcomb (1969) who maintain that students tend to de-

emphasize religious concerns and values.
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Family Socio-Economic Level

The analysis of the median value rankings between stu,

dents from higher and lower socio-economic level families

yielded only two significant findings. Differences were

found on the terminal value salvation and the instrumental

value for2:avin. Students from higher socio-economic level

families ranked the value a world at peace as the most im-

portant end-state of existence, and students from lower

socio-economic families ranked the value freedom as the

most important end-state of existence. Both groups ranked

the value social recognition last. The instrumental value

honest was ranked as the most important preferred mode of

conduct, and obedient was ranked last by both groups.

Although the social class position of each family was

determined by a modified version of the Hollingshead Index

of Social Position, little social class diversity was found

to exist in the sample. Members of the sample largely fell

into the middle class which was divided into upper-middle

and lower-middle classes for purposes of analysis.

While various studies have found that social class

groups differ in the relative emphasis they place on parti-

cular values, groups within the middle class range tend to

share a common set of values. Similarly, as found in this

study, fathers generally agree with mothers and essentially

possess the same values as do mothers. Thus, these
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findings support the work of Miller (1958) and Thayer

(1968) who have found that socio-economic status as a de-

terminant of values and attitudes plays a less important

role than do other factors. Thus, it was concluded that

few differences were found between the socio-economic level

subgroups due to the homogeneous nature of the sample.

Parents' Education Level

No significant differences in the ordering of terminal

values were found between students with college and non-

college-educated parents, and only one significant differ-

ence was found on the rankings of the instrumental values.

Both student subgroups ranked the terminal values a world

at peace first and social recognition last. Similarly,

both subgroups ranked the instrumental values honest first

and obedient last. Therefore, these findings were not in

agreement with other studies (Berdie, 1954; Trent and

Medsker, 1968; Fortune, 1969; and Parade magazine, 1971)

which have shown that those individuals who have attended

college hold different values and attitudes than those

individuals who have not.

Home Town Size

It was found that no significant differences in rank-

ings of terminal values existed between students from small

home towns and students from large home towns. Students
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from large home towns ranked the terminal value freedom

first, and students from small home towns ranked the value

a world at peace first. Both ranked the terminal value

social recognition last.

Two significant differences in the rankings of the

instrumental values self-controlled and forgiving were

found between these two groups. Students from small home

towns ranked the instrumental value honest first, and those

from large home towns ranked the value broadminded first.

Both groups ranked the instrumental value obedient last.

Thus, similarities were found to exist in value rank-

ings between student subgroups from small and large home

towns. These findings are in conflict with the theories

of Gottlieb and Ramsey (1964) and Moulds (1971) who be-

lieve that home town size exerts influence upon one's value

system. However, it might be that the impact of the fac-

tors of rapid social change, population mobility, and mass

communications have brought a certain amount of uniformity

to the influences operating on the populations of small

and large towns. Thus, few differences exist in values

between these two subgroups.

Interaction Analysis

On viewing the findings of the tests intended to de-

termine the interaction effects of the independent vari-

ables on the dependent variables (values) no definitive
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conclusions were drawn. Although a number of significant

interaction effects were noted, the differences found did

not provide any pattern from which to draw inferences con-

cerning the effect of independent variable interaction on

an individual's value system.

Student-Parent Attitudes

A total of ten attitude items concerning, the various

types of relationships a university could have with its

students measured the attitudes of students and their par-

ents in the areas of Student Self-Government, Student

Social Conduct, and Academic Freedom.

No significant differences were found between student

and parent responses on the attitude items, and only a few

differences were found between student subgroups. It was

believed that parents would tend to hold more conservative

attitudes on the items than their daughters. However, this

was not the case as the mean scores showed that both stu-

dents and parents held "liberal," non-restrictive attitudes

on seven of the ten items. Responses of both groups on the

remaining three items were in the mean range area of "no

opinion."

The student mean values on the items were similar to

student scores when the instrument was used at another

institution similar to Oregon State University; however,

what was different was the responses of the parent group.
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Thus, no intergenerational differences were found on the

attitude items concerning University-student relationships

due to the relatively "liberal" attitudes of the parents.

Discussion Inferences

In summary, the results of this study indicated that

rank-order value differences exist between Oregon State

University freshman female students and their parents.

However, at the same time, student and parent value sys-

tems were remarkably similar. A number of explanations

could serve to illustrate this phenomenon.

First, the freshman student as an adolescent has not

had the opportunity to develop a value system based en-

tirely upon his own independent experiences, but rather is

still dependent upon his family and community as reference

points concerning values and attitudes. Freshman college

students are thus in a state of developmental ambivalence

in that their value systems are in a state of change.

While leaning on parental values, they are at the same

time seeking independence and are developing value-systems

which are "in tune" with their own age group.

Second, it is possible that the youth of today have

the same basic values as adults; however, generational dif-

ferences exist in terms of action. That is, youth are

ready to see such values as honesty, equality, and peace

implemented, whereas their parents are merely satisfied
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to hold these values without taking action. Perhaps to-

day's youth are in the process of redefining America's

traditional values through their behavior and actions.

Last, many theorists have overstated their cases con-

cerning generational differences; and the greatest short-

coming of most theories is that they are simplistic in

nature and overlook the diverse conditions that exist in

the American social system. Tension and conflict have al-

ways existed to some degree between parents and their off-

spring, and perhaps it is the existence of these two con-

ditions that is often mistakenly labeled as a generation

gap.

With respect to value and attitude research, educators

must make sincere efforts to better understand student and

parent value systems. Through an understanding of the

psychological and sociological characteristics of students

and their home environments, educators can be better pre-

pared to provide more effective and meaningful learning

experiences while facilitating a better understanding of

the young throughout the society.

Since value systems are one of the primary factors in

social organization, educators through undertaking value

and attitude research can develop and support sound frames

of reference by which to better understand the individual,

the interaction of individuals on campus, and the operation

of social institutions and systems in the society.
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Conclusions

Based on a strict interpretation of the analysis of

data, the following conclusions were drawn.

1. Students valued the terminal value a world at

peace as the most important end-state of existence

closely followed by the value freedom, whereas

parents valued family security as the most impor-

tant end-state of existence followed by wisdom.

Those terminal values that were least desirable

for the student group were national security and

social recognition, whereas parents ranked the

values social recognition and pleasure last.

2. Both students and parents valued the instrumen-

tal value honest as the most important preferred

mode of conduct.

The least important instrumental values for

both groups were imaginative and obedient.

3. Students, mothers, and fathers listed similar

values in the top half of the value hierarchy, and

thus it was concluded that the three groups had

like value systems and that intergenerational dif-

ferences between the students and parents were

small.

However, differences occurred in value-rank-

ings, as each group placed different emphases on
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the importance of specific values.

4. Significant differences existed between the

group of students and the group of mothers regard-

ing the relative importance assigned to the termi-

nal values (end-states of existence): family

security, true friendship, national security,

pleasure, happiness, wisdom, equality, freedom,

self-respect, a world of beauty, and a comfortable

life.

5. Significant differences existed between the

group of students and the group of fathers regard-

ing the relative importance assigned to the termi-

nal values: family security, equality, true

friendship, a world of beauty, national security,

a world at peace, a sense of accomplishment, in-

ner harmony, social recognition, self-respect,

a comfortable life, and an exciting life.

6. Significant differences existed between the

total student group and the total parent group re-

garding the relative importance assigned to the

terminal values: family security, true friend-

ship, national security, equality, a world of

beauty, a sense of accomplishment, pleasure, a

world at peace, self-respect, happiness, wisdom,

social recognition, and freedom.

7. Significant differences existed between the
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group of students and the group of mothers regard-

ing the relative importance assigned to the in-

strumental values (modes of conduct): responsible,

broadminded, cheerful, honest, courageous, imaqi-

qinative, forgiving, self-controlled, and helpful.

8. Significant differences existed between the

group of students and the group of fathers regard-

ing the relative importance assigned to the in-

strumental values: foraii.nq, cheerful, broad-

minded, courageous, loving, helpful, ambitious,

.capable, responsible, logical, honest, and clean.

9. Significant differences existed between the

total student group and the total parent group

regarding the relative importance assigned to the

instrumental values: broadminded, cheerful, fori-gvLrig, responsible, courageous, helpful, ambi-

tious, capable, loving, honest, clean and self-

controlled.

10. From the student subgroup analysis, it was con-

cluded that birth order influenced the importance

that students assigned to the terminal values a

world at peace, pleasure, and self - respect.

In addition, religious affiliation influenced

the importance that students assigned to the ter-

minal values salvation, a sense of accomplishment,

and happiness.
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Other significant differences were found on

specific values in the other subgroup analyses;

however, none reached the level of rejection for

the null hypotheses. In sum, a large number of

differences between student subgroups did not

occur, and few patterns were apparent. It was

concluded that the student group was a homogene-

ous group.

11. The analysis to determine the interaction ef-

fect of the various variables showed that birth

order and parents' level of education interacted

to influence the relative importance that the stu-

dents assigned to the instrumental values capable,

helpful, and polite.

Other significant interaction effects were

found on specific values in the analyses between

the remaining possible pairs of independent vari-

ables; however, no patterns were apparent.

12. No significant differences were found with re-

gard to students', mothers', and fathers' agree-

ment on the attitude items concerning University-

student relationships. It was concluded that both

the group of students and the group of parents

were in agreement and that each group exhibited

"liberal" or non-restrictive attitudes concerning

the attitude statements.
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13. Significant differences existed on several of

the attitude items in the student subgroup anal-

ysis.

Birth order and home town size influenced stu-

dent responses on the attitude item concerned with

students establishing their own disciplinary

boards. Later-born students and students from

small home towns held opinions which were more

liberal on this item than did first-born students

and students from large home towns.

Religious affiliation and home town size influ-

enced student attitudes on the issue of University

physicians distributing birth control methods to

students. Catholic and small town students held

less liberal attitudes on this item than did mem-

bers of the other student subgroups.

Religious affiliation influenced student re-

sponses on the attitude item concerned with stu-

dent responsibility in the area of social behavior.

Catholic students believed that the University

should be responsible for the social behavior of

students.

Birth order and family socio-economic level

influenced student responses on the issue of aca-

demic freedom. First-born students and students

from upper socio-economic level families held
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opinions which were more liberal than opinions of

later-born students and students from lower socio-

economic level families on the issue of the avail-

ability of library books written by communists.

First-born students held opinions which were

more liberal than those of later-born students on

the attitude item concerned with students' parti-

cipation in important University decisions.

14. Most members in both the group of students and

the group of parents believed that value differ-

ences were slight or moderate between the individ-

ual student and the individual parent.

15. Most members in both the group of students and

the group of parents believed that a relatively

small generation gap existed between the individ-

ual student and the individual parent.

Limitations

Certain limitations of this study must be considered.

First, only freshman female students were studied; and in

order for studies of this nature to be more meaningful,

samples should also include male subjects. Second, the

conclusions generated from the analysis of the data are

accurate only to the extent that the Rokeach Value Survey

and the USRAS are valid instruments for measuring subjects'

values and attitudes. It must be remembered that the
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Rokeach instrument is relatively new and experimental in

nature. Further, it is possible that the value labels in

the Rokeach Survey may mean different things to different

people. Third, there exists the possibility that some un-

controlled variables influenced subjects° responses on the

survey. Last, the student sample used in this study is

not necessarily representative of student populations at

other institutions. Thus, efforts to generalize the

data to other groups should be undertaken with care.

Recommendations

Based on the review of literature and,the-results.

of this study, several recommendations have been generated

for consideration. Insights gained from the study suggest

the need for further research in the area of values and

attitudes.

1. The sample used for such research should be in-

increased in size and should include male subjects.

The underlying purpose would be to establish

whether male students hold values similar to

those of female students. Further, the sample

should include students from all four academic

classes.

2. Studies of this type should be replicated on

several campuses in order to determine if the

findings are applicable to large cross sections
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of student populations. It must be deterMined'if

the findings are widely applicable or whether they

are a result of specific conditions existing at

Oregon State University. In addition, considera-

tion needs to be given to the examination of val-

ues and attitudes held by population subgroups

defined on the basis of racial and cultural char-

acteristics.

3. Longitudinal studies should be undertaken to de-

termine the influence of higher education on val-

ue and attitude change.

4. Studies should be designed to further examine the

interaction of various variables and the effect

of this interaction on an individual's value sys-

tem. Thus, it is recommended that a more detailed

analysis be conducted in order to ascertain cause

and effect relationships.

5. Investigations should be conducted in an effort to

determine if other factors (intelligence or abil-

ity, personal motivation, academic major) are re-

lated to value system formation. Further, re-

search is needed in the area of personality forma-

tion and the influence of personality on one's

value system.

6. Finally, it is recommended that work continue
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on the development of the Rokeach Value Survey

and other instruments which seek to measure value

systems. It is through more sophisticated meas-

urement techniques that better assessment of

values and attitudes can be made.
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STUDENT SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

Sample Size: 168 students of which 161 along with their
parents (160 mothers and 153 fathers) re-
turned usable questionnaires (96% return rate)

Sex: All Female

Average Age: 18

Year in College: All Freshmen

Academic School:

School O.S.UO Freshman Women Sample
(04) (%)

Agriculture 3.0 4
Business & Technology 8.0 9

Education 13.0 12

Engineering 0.5 1

Forestry 0.5 1

Home Economics 15.0 13

Humanities & Social Science 31.0 30
Pharmacy 2.0 2

Physical Education 5.0 4

Science 22.0 24
100.0% 100%

Birth Order:

Religion:

First-Born

55 (34%)

Protestant

79 (50%)

Family Socio-Economic Level:

Parents° Education Level:

Home Town Size:

Later-Born

106 (66%)

Catholic Other (No Formal
Religion)

36 (22%) 46"(28A

Upper-Middle

102 (63%)

College

88 (55%)

Large

56 (35%)

Lower-Middle

59 (37%)

Non-College

73 (45%)

Small

105 (65%)
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APPENDIX B

LETTERS TO PARTICIPANTS AND

VALUE AND ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE



OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY

166

Corvallis, Oregon 97331

Office of the Dean of Students

Dear O.S.U. Student:

As you know, a university has many functions, one of
which is developing a better understanding of its students
in order to better serve them. As a result, you have been
selected to participate in a study concerning the values
and attitudes held by American youth and their parents.

In order to assure the success of this study, we will
need your cooperation. Please attend one of the meetings
listed below during which the project will be explained.

October 5 7:00 p.m. Room 210, O.S.U. Memorial Union
5 8:30 p.m. Room 210, O.S.U. Memorial Union

October 6 7:00 p.m. Room 210, O.S.U. Memorial Union
6 8:30 p.m. Room 210, O.S.U. Memorial Union

October 7 4:00 p.m. Room 210, O.S.U. Memorial Union
7 5:00 p.m. Room 210, O.S.U. Memorial Union
7 6:00 p.m. Room 210, O.S.U. Memorial Union

Realizing how important your time is to you, it has been
planned so that you need attend only one meeting which
will last 20 to 30 minutes. This will be all that is re-
quired of you in this study.

If you have any questions or schedule conflicts,
please contact me in the Office of the Dean of Students.
Your involvement in this project is sincerely appreciated,
and thank you for your cooperation in this important work.

Sincerely,

J. Roger Penn



OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY

167

Corvallis, Oregon 97331

Office of the Dean of Students

October 8, 1971

Dear Parents:

Your help is needed. As you know, Oregon
State University has many functions, one of which
is developing a better understanding of our stu-
dents so that we may better serve them.

Your daughter and you have been selected to
participate in a study concerning student-parent
values and attitudes.

Enclosed are two questionnaires. Please
assist us by completing and returning them in the
enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope by
October 18, 1971. It should take about 15 min-
utes to complete them so we do not intend to take
up much of your time. Since we are interested in
your individual responses as mother and father,
we ask that you complete the questionnaires with-
out assistance from each other. Your daughter
has also been asked to voluntarily complete a
similar questionnaire.

You will notice a code number on each ques-
tionnaire. This is scl that we can match your
responses with your daughter's. Student and par-
ent responses will be kept strictly confidential,
and individuals will not be identified.

Your involvement is sincerely appreciated,
and thank you for your cooperation in this
important work.

Sincerely,

J. Roger Penn



Questionnaire No.

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY*

Value and Attitude Survey
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PLEASE CHECK

This form is being completed by the:

Mother or Female Guardian

Father or Male Guardian

Instructions

On the next page are 18 values listed in alphabetical
order. Your task is to arrange them in order of their
im ortance to YOU as uidin .rinci les in YOUR life.
Each value is printed on a gummed label which can be
easily peeled off and pasted in the boxes on the left-hand
side of the page.

Study the list carefully and pick out the one value
which is the most important for you. Peel it off and
paste it in Box 1 on the left.

Then pick out the value which is second most impor-
tant for you. Peel it off and paste it in Box 2. Then
do the same for each of the remaining values. The value
which is least important goes in Box 18.

Work slowly and think carefully. If you change your
mind, feel free to change your answers. The labels peel
off easily and can be moved from place to place. The end
result should truly 'show how you really feel.

Please note that there are two separate sets of 18

values. These sets are not to be mixed.

This form was used with the parent group only and a
similar form asking for the student's name and address
was used with each student questionnaire.



2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
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A COMFORTABLE LIFE
(a prosperous life)
AN EXCITING LIFE
(a stimulating, active life)
A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT
(lasting contribution)
A WORLD AT PEACE
J free of war and conflict)
A WORLD OF BEAUTY
(beauty of nature and the
arts)

EQUALITY (brotherhood,
equal opportunity for all)
FAMILY SECURITY
(taking care of loved onesL
FREEDOM
(independence_, free choiceL
HAPPINESS
contentedness
INNER HARMONY
(freedom from inner conflict)
MATURE LOVE
(sexual and spiritual
intimacy)

NATIONAL SECURITY
(protection from attack)
PLEASURE
(an enjoyable, leisurely
life)

SALVATION
eternal life)__(saved,

SELF-RESPECT
(self-esteem)
SOCIAL RECOGNITION7.
resect, adMiration)
TRUE FRIENDSHIP
(close companionship)
WISDOM
(a mature understanding
of life)

WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED, GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Below is another list of 18 values. Arrange them
in order of importance, the same as before.
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AMBITIOUS
(hard-working, aspiring)
BROADMINDED
(open-minded)
CAPABLE
(cometent, effective
CHEERFUL
(lighthearted, joyful)

J

CLEAN
(neat, tidy)
COURAGEOUS
(standing up for your
beliefs)
FORGIVING
(willing to pardon others)
HELPFUL
(working for the welfare
of others)
HONEST
(sincere, truthful)

-,

IMAGINATIVE
(daring, creative)
INDEPENDENT
(self-reliant, self-
sufficient)
INTELLECTUAL
(intelligent, reflective)
LOGICAL
(consistent, rational)
LOVING
(affectionate, tender)
OBEDIENT
(dutiful, respectful)
POLITE
(courteous, well-mannered)
RESPONSIBLE
(dependable, reliable)
SELF-CONTROLLED
(restrained, self-
disciplined)

WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED, PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Attitude Statements

Your answers to the following items should reflect your
feelings about the kind of relationship the University
should have with its students.

Please read each statement and circle whether you strongly
agree (SA), agree (A), have no opinion (N),

or strongly disagree (SD).

1. Students should establish their own
judiciary bodies to discipline
students.

2. Students should be allowed to partici-
pate in peaceful activist demonstra-
tions or assemblies.

3. University Health Center physicians
should make birth control methods
available to any student who requests
them.

4. The social behavior of the student is
his own responsibility and not the
University's.

5. Books written by communists should be
available in the University library.

6 Beer should be available in the O.S.U.
Student Union for students who are
legally entitled to drink it.

7. University instructors should teach
in areas that might conflict with the
political beliefs of the student and
his parents.

8. Exposure of students to individuals
who advocate principles opposed to
our democratic way of life is a
sound educational practice.

9. Students should be allowed to govern
themselves only under University
supervision.

10 Students should participate in impor-
tant University decisions.

disagree (D),

SA A N D SD

SA A N D pp

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

(Continued)
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Attitude Statements'(Continued)

For items 11 and 12, check the response which best
describes your feelings. *

11. Overall, you would say that differences between your
values and those of your parents are:

great, moderate, slight'i nonexistent.

12. Concerning a generation gap between yourself and
your parents, you feel that there is:

a large gap, a moderate gap, a small gap,

no gap.

Questionnaires which were sent to the group of parents
had the word "daughter" substituted for the word
"parents" on items 11 and 12.



Identifying Information * Please check the appropriate
item.

1. Your age is:

2. Your major is:

3. Your home town size (during high school) is:

less than 9,999
10,000 to 24,999
25,000 to 49,999
50,000 to 499,999
over 500,000

4. Your religion is:

Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
Other
No Formal Religion

5. In your family you are:

an only child
first-born (oldest child)
second-born
third-born
fourth or later-born

6. You have lived most of your life with:

biological mother and father
mother and stepfather
father and stepmother
father only
mother only
foster parents
other (please specify)

7. What was the last year of school completed by your
mother?
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Elementary school or less
Some high school
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate
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8. What was the last year of school completed by your
father?

Elementary school or less
Some high school
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate

9. Which of the following most nearly describes your
mother's occupation?

Higher executives, major professionals with
college degrees (doctors, lawyers, engineers,
foresters), and owners of large concerns
Other professionals (teachers, accountants,
civil service, pharmacists, optometrists),
owners of medium-sized businesses and
managers of large concerns
Semi-professionals (photographers, morticians,
appraisers, surveyors, reporters), small
business owners, managers and agents
Clerks, technicians, farmers and farm owners
Skilled manual employees, foremen and farm
laborers
Unskilled employees
Housewife

10. Which of the following most nearly describes your
father's occupation?

Higher executives, major professionals with
college degrees (doctors, lawyers, engineers,
foresters), and owners of large concerns
Other professionals (Teachers, accountants,
civil service, pharmacists, optometrists),
owners of medium-sized businesses and
managers of large concerns
Semi-professionals (photographers, morticians,
appraisers, surveyors, reporters), small
business owners, managers and agents
Clerks, technicians, farmers and farm owners
Skilled manual employees, foremen and farm
labtifers
Unskilled employees

Thank you for your time and cooperation.

This form was included with the student's questionnaire
only.


